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n the morning of april 8, 2015, comedy fans began their daily scan of 
Funny or Die’s popular website homepage. instead of Will Farrell or Zach 
Galifianakis, two different faces greeted visitors. Aasif Mandvi, a seven-

year correspondent on The Daily Show, and Sakina Jaffrey, from Netflix’s hit House of 
Cards, had a new web series. it was called Halal in the Family, a name clearly borrowed 
from the popular and groundbreaking 1970s sitcom, All in the Family. like norman 
Lear’s explosive and hilarious exploration of a complicated and outspoken American 
family, this series also broke new ground and courted controversy. It was the first 
American comedy about a Muslim family. 

exeCutive SuMMaRyexeCutive SuMMaRy

oo

thousands of visitors were curious enough to check out 
this unusual new web series. then tens of thousands, 
and eventually hundreds of thousands. over the course 
of six minutes, viewers met the Qu’osby family. The 
father, aasif Qu’osby, bumbled his way in and out of 
trouble, usually in his exuberant effort to embrace 
american rituals and prejudices. His family, led by his 
wife Fatima, provided the voice of reason. if visitors 
watched all four episodes, they’d learn about some of 
the challenges facing american Muslims: government 
surveillance, suspicious neighbors, bullying classmates, 
and demagogic politicians. and they would meet a 
family that was Muslim but not devout, not arab, not 

insular, and not so different from other americans.
in the weeks that followed, Halal in the Family in the 
Family was everywhere. in USA Today, the Wall Street 
Journal, The New York Times, the Salt Lake City Tribune. 
on Late Night with David Letterman, Morning Joe, 
All Things Considered, CNN. via twitter, Facebook, 
youtube, and tumblr. 

A month after launch, the episodes had been 
viewed more than 600,000 times and the series had 
generated almost 600 million media impressions. On 
Facebook, it attracted 20,000 fans. 
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Where did Halal in the Family come from? 

How did a four-episode sitcom parody attract so much attention without the 
promotional infrastructure that comes with cable, network, or streaming studios?

this report tells the full story of Halal in the Family. 

section One provides the origin story. Halal in the Family began as a fake sitcom called the Qu’osby Show, produced 
in 2011 as part of a segment on the Daily Show that sought to answer the burning question: “Do Muslims need 
their own Cosby Show” to combat bigotry and islamophobia? the idea was revived when Moore + associates, a 
creative agency specializing in developing culture-shifting campaigns, was approached by manager and producer 
lillian laSalle to help her client, aasif Mandvi, realize his vision of turning the Qu’osby Show into a web-series 
that would support advocates’ efforts to combat anti-Muslim bias. Miles Kahn joined lillian and aasif to form 
the initial creative team. An Advisory Council of non-profit groups was formed (Muslim Advocates, Center for 
new Community (CnC) and aCCeSS / nnaaC), and seed funding (unbound Philanthropy, Ford Foundation) was 
secured. Production for the series was greenlighted in april 2014.

section two looks at Halal in the Family’s ambitious goals and the strategies that were chosen to help achieve 
those priorities. early in the process, Moore + associates suggested three overarching goals: raise awareness, shift 
behavior and bias, and support advocates and allies. From those goals the team developed seven key strategies. 
First, to create high-quality content that can attract an audience that is not tuning in for the show’s message. 
Second, to make sure the episodes and other content are substantive by integrating real challenges and authentic 
scenarios from the lives of american Muslims. third, to reach Muslims, progressives, and “persuadable” viewers, 
so that the series both inspires those who share its concerns and reaches those who may not. Fourth, to measure 
the impact the episodes have on shifting the anti-Muslim biases of viewers and the particular impact of comedic vs 
non-comedic content. Fifth, to support the existing campaigns of advocates and organizers to combat anti-Muslim 
bias. Sixth, to leverage media interest in the series to bring the message of Halal in the Family to a much wider 
audience. and lastly, to demonstrate that artist-driven social-good campaigns can make a difference in the world 
and expose the artists to new audiences. 

section three follows the story of Halal in the Family from the moment it was greenlighted in april 2014 through 
the launch in April 2015, and finally the completion of the evaluations in September 2015. There were many 
elements that came together to make Halal in the Family possible. The team expanded beyond the original creative 
team, project managers, advocates and foundations to include more organizational and funding partners, graphic 
designers and PR professionals. the advisory Council grew and was joined by “allies” who helped publicize the 
episodes. Collectively the team managed to raise the necessary funds; write and produce four quality episodes, 
a theme song, and an Indiegogo video; find a distribution platform in Funny or Die; and develop and implement a 
sophisticated and successful media engagement and social advertising campaign. 

The Perception Institute, which was retained to study the effects of the episodes on implicit and explicit bias, 
provided early data to help shape Halal in the Family’s public messaging, and post-launch data that could help inform 
future efforts. a website was built that mirrored the look and feel of a network sitcom site, to provide a home for 
the episodes, shareable graphics, and ways for people to get involved in combatting anti-Muslim bias. and a crisis 
was averted when the series was forced to change its name from the Qu’osby Show to Halal in the Family, in light of 
the Bill Cosby rape scandal.
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section Four attempts to gauge Halal in the Family’s success using the best metrics available. this section opens 
with an exploration of the most common data sets: how many people were reached by Halal in the Family. the key 
numbers include more than 600,000 video views, almost 600 million media impressions, and 100 separate pieces of 
media coverage. Halal in the Family’s organic reach was 2.5 million people on Facebook, with 129 posts generating 
30,000 interactions. The quality of the content is assessed by looking at user ratings. For example, on Funny or Die, 
three out of four viewers thought the episodes were funny; on youtube, the number was even higher: nine out of 
ten viewers “liked” them. the demographic data was limited, but appeared to show that more men than women 
watched the episodes and that ideologically moderate audiences were as much as four times more resistant to 
watching an episode than their Muslim or liberal counterparts. 

Finally, the metrics section attempts to determine just how effective the videos are at shifting bias and motivating 
people to take action on these issues. Much of the data in this section comes from the independent, in-depth 
evaluation completed by The Perception Institute. Ultimately, its findings are encouraging. As the authors wrote 
in its Executive Summary, the evaluation “revealed that efforts to combat anti-Muslim discrimination, both the 
Halal in the Family clips and truth over Fear (a non-comedic video about islamophobia), had positive effects as 
compared to the control. the difference in positive effects between Halal in the Family and truth over Fear did 
not reveal significantly different levels of effect.”  When looking at unconscious bias, which is considered the more 
reliable measurement, all of the episodes reduced bias. although marginally less effective at reducing bias than 
a non-comedic video about islamophobia, the evaluators argued that given the much wider reach of Halal in the 
Family and the cumulative effect of multiple episodes, comedy may be the better option. the episodes also led to 
shifts in explicit bias, but they were less pronounced than the shifts in implicit bias and were limited to people who 
identified as moderate or conservative. 

the team behind Halal in the Family is 
proud of what it accomplished. 

it produced a high quality web series that managed to 
be funny and substantive. While viewers were enjoying 
the episodes it was subtly chipping away at their 
unconscious anti-Muslim bias. even many who didn’t 
watch a single episode were likely exposed, through the 
widespread media coverage, to the issues and stories 
embedded in the project. For advocates and funders, 
Halal in the Family pushed them to take a risk and go 
outside their comfort zone, to use humor to address 
challenges that the community takes very seriously. 

in addition to its successes, Halal in the Family was 
a learning experience, which meant encountering 
challenges and seeking to overcome them. the 
independence of the creative team was a prerequisite 
to its participation, yet advocates concerned about 
offending or alienating viewer sensibilities pushed hard 
for content changes on multiple occasions. it was more 

difficult than anticipated to maximize the advocates’ 
use of Halal in the Family content that had been created 
in part to benefit their campaigns. Halal in the Family is 
simultaneously a parody of classic american sitcoms 
and a satire of american attitudes towards Muslims.

there were viewers who didn’t recognize the parody 
and others who didn’t appreciate the satire. For some, a 
Muslim family that ate pork, engaged in public displays 
of affection, and did not wear hijab was not the kind of 
Muslim family they wanted introduced to american 
audiences. 

Ultimately, Halal in the Family in the Family is a 
milestone. the visitors to Funny or Die on april 8 got a 
peek into the lives of american Muslims. they laughed at 
the obscenity of islamophobia. and perhaps they began 
to think about the world, and their fellow americans, a 
little differently. With that, slowly but surely, the culture 
begins to shift. 
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GeneSiS

in 2011, Katie Couric had a revelation while contemplating the low regard in which most americans held Muslims. 
“Maybe what Muslims need,” she mused, “is their own Cosby Show.”
 
When then-correspondent aasif Mandvi and the team at The Daily Show came 
across Couric’s suggestion, they thought it should be put to the test. they 
would shoot a single abbreviated episode of a Muslim Cosby Show, screen it for 
an audience of anti-Muslim bigots and see if it changed any minds (it did not). 
The Qu’osby Show starred aasif as a super-patriotic all-american dad, eager to 
be accepted by his non-Muslim neighbors by showing them that he isn’t “that 
kind of Muslim.” His perfect all-american family, who live in upper middle class 
sitcom splendor, does its best to keep their dad from embarrassing himself.
 
The Daily Show segment didn’t generate an unusual amount of interest on the web, but the episode, shown in full on 
the website, was more popular.  For aasif and the segment producer, Miles Kahn, a seed was planted. Perhaps there 
was an audience for additional episodes. 
 
in the fall of 2013, aasif’s manager, lillian laSalle, the owner of sweet 180 talent Management & Production, 
was introduced to Moore + Associates (M+A), a firm that specializes in using comedy to shift the culture around 
sensitive social and economic issues. Lillian often fielded requests from charities and advocacy groups seeking 

“Maybe what 
Muslims need 

is their own 
Cosby Show.”

– Katie Couric

SeCtion i:
BaCKGRounD
SeCtion i:
BaCKGRounD
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BuilDinG a teaM

in the winter and spring of 2014, Moore + associates 
took the lead in searching for a strong non-profit partner. 
the criteria were straightforward. the organization 
needed to be doing serious, ongoing work around 
confronting anti-Muslim bias. it had to underwrite the 
project’s costs. it needed to make a strong commitment 
to artistic freedom and have a reasonably high tolerance 
for the potential controversy that can be generated by 
political comedy.
 
The first criterion was relatively easy to meet. there were a number of great organizations doing important work 
on this issue who were excited to collaborate with Aasif. These included Muslim-led organizations and multi-issue 
groups that were doing relevant work on civil rights, immigration, or civil liberties.
 
the second criterion was more challenging. Few organizations have enough flexibility to underwrite what is 
perceived to be a risky, innovative culture shift project that was not built into their existing budgets, despite the 

aasif’s participation in or support for their work. aasif 
wanted to help and frequently did, mostly by hosting 
events or supporting fundraising efforts in other ways.  
But he was looking for forms of engagement that 
utilized his particular talents as a comic actor and writer 
and capitalized on his growing fanbase. 

in the summer of 2013, naheed Qureshi from Muslim 
advocates, one of the Muslim organizations that had 
cultivated a relationship with aasif, reached out to 
lillian to propose collaborating on a creative project. 
They did not discuss specifics, but Naheed planted a 
seed that sparked lillian’s interest in learning about 
Moore + associates’ work with artists on social issue 
campaigns. Impressed with the firm’s collaborations 
with comedienne Sarah Silverman, lillian set up a 
meeting with M+a and aasif. the goal was to help him 
use his talents and public platform to create something 
that addressed an issue of concern in a way that was 
both funny and effective. 
 
In the first meeting, M+A explained its approach. Too 
often, when artists create high quality content about 
an issue that inspires them, they do so in isolation. the 
finished product may or may not reflect the priorities 
or messaging of the organizations working on the 

issue. it rarely has a sophisticated distribution plan 
that leverages earned media, emerging technology, and 
key allies to maximize the content’s reach and impact. 
and sometime artists’ work can actually be at cross-
purposes with the very movement or cause they are 
trying to support. 
 
To avoid these pitfalls, M+A has developed an expertise 
in rooting artists’ work in the education, organizing, 
and advocacy efforts of leaders in the field. It seeks to 
develop approaches that reflect the best practices of 
cultural organizers. M+a tailors its communication and 
media engagement strategy to take advantage of and 
create new opportunities to advance the campaign. 
and it brings together a team of carefully selected 
professionals to execute on each element, from web 
development to social media to public relations to 
graphic design.  
 
After exploring possible projects over a few 
conversations, aasif was clear that what he wanted to 
revive the Qu’osby Show concept. Miles Kahn, who 
produced the original segment, was eager to direct and 
co-write. Lillian’s firm, Sweet 180, would come on as 
executive producers. M+A would manage the campaign. 
Now all it needed was a non-profit partner.

Miles Kahn (Director / Writer), nicky Maindiratta (cast), Shoba 
narayanan (cast) and aasif Mandvi
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relatively low cost for a project of this nature. Fundraising would be required. this limited us to organizations that 
were in existing relationships with medium to large foundations or major donors. One non-Muslim organization 
considered designating communications funds from a report on Muslim bias but decided not to over concerns 
(from major funders and colleagues) that the series would be too controversial.
 
the third criterion was harder to judge. aasif was clear from the beginning that he wasn’t interested in developing 
the series if it would be censored or watered down. it had to be funny to be effective, and provocative content 
often makes people uncomfortable. organizations professed to be risk tolerant, but almost none had ever taken 
on a project of this nature, with the capacity to generate headlines while potentially alienating some supporters, 
members, or allies. 
 
after four months of cultivating potential partners, it 
became clear that none of the prospective organizations 
were prepared to take on this project. So M+a suggested a 
different approach. Instead of finding one organization that 
met all of our criteria, it would recruit several organizations 
to be part of an Advisory Council. Each would make a financial 
contribution that collectively equaled approximately 
18% of the total project costs. this would lower the cost 
of participation and spread out the perceived risk across 
multiple stakeholders. In exchange, the organizations would 
help shape the content of the episodes to maximize the 
show’s usefulness in advancing their efforts to combat anti-
Muslim bias. The Council would exist for the duration of the 
project, providing feedback on all key aspects of the campaign, 
support fundraising and promotional efforts, and broaden 
the coalition of allies invested in the project’s success. 

The Advisory Council’s financial contributions would be supplemented with funding from foundations, major 
donors and a crowdfunding campaign. in april 2014, Moore + associates presented the Halal in the Family concept 
to unbound Philanthropy, a family foundation whose giving focuses on organizing and advocacy in immigrant 
communities. Unbound was interested in exploring pop culture interventions that change the narrative around 
immigrants and perceptions of communities of color. unbound was particularly drawn to testing the ability of 
humor to make people more open to hearing contentious points of view. it also values risk-taking and innovation. 
As Program Officer Adey Fisseha noted, “as a small funder we were looking for ways to intervene in pop culture 
that is accessible for a foundation of our size and for the advocates we work with.” 

unbound agreed to support the project on the condition that M+a move forward with its idea to assemble an 
Advisory Council of highly regarded organizations. Unbound felt this sounding board of issue experts was important 
in part because funding in the american Muslim community has not been part of its portfolio. Simultaneously, 
Unbound reached out to Eric Ward, Program Officer in the Ford Foundation’s Civil and Human Rights program. 
Ford agreed to match unbound’s contribution. Ford was a tremendous validator for the project because of its 
history of investing in the arts for social change. The two foundations put in the first $100,000 for the project costs 
plus $30,000 for evaluation.

With these funds, Sweet 180, aasif, and Miles were prepared to move ahead with writing and production. the 
project was greenlighted. As Lillian LaSalle reflected, the ability of Moore + Associates to secure the funding 
incentivized aasif and Sweet 180 to make Halal in the Family a priority (among the many projects they had in 

lillian laSalle, owner of Sweet 180 and Mik Moore, 
Principal of Moore + associates
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development). “Partnering with M+a made this project more tangible than if we had to raise the funds on our own. 
M+a allowed us to make Halal in the Family the creme of the crop because we could focus on the creative side rather 
than securing funding.”

When forming the Advisory Council, M+A sought organizations with issue expertise, strong advocacy campaigns, 
and significant networks. It aimed to form a diverse coalition that represented the range of communities impacted 
by and concerned about anti-Muslim bias. The first organization to join the Advisory Council was Muslim Advocates, 
a national legal advocacy organization that focuses on protecting the civil rights and liberties of american Muslims. 
It works in partnership with most of the major non-Muslim organizations in these fields and has relationships 
throughout american Muslim communities. it had been part of the early conversations about the web series, 
and remained interested in seeing it come to fruition. as Fatima Khan, a communications consultant with Muslim 
Advocates, explained, “We are always looking for ways to change perceptions about Muslims and reach new 
audiences. Halal in the Family allowed us to show people the issues we talk about all the time in a different way.”

The next two organizations to join the Advisory Council, in the 
summer of 2014, were the Center for new Community (CnC) 
and aCCeSS / nnaaC. CnC is a national organization that 
tracks and counters organized bigotry and racism and provides 
advocacy and research support for grassroots movements. 
one of CnC’s key focus areas is countering islamophobia by 
tracking the organized network of individuals and institutions 
that are fueling the anti-Muslim hate movement. CnC works 
in close partnership with Muslim advocates, aCCeSS, and 
other leading Muslim and immigrant rights groups in the uS. 
Kalia Abiade, Advocacy Director, explained the motivation to 
join the advisory Council. “CnC has a history of collaborating 
with artists and cultural strategists to move racial justice issues 
forward. A big draw was the exposure factor of working with 
aasif and raising awareness about issues that are important 
to us.”

aCCeSS (arab Community Center for economic and Social 
Services), the largest Arab American human services nonprofit 
in the uS, and nnaaC (national network for arab american 
Communities), a project of aCCeSS, play a leading role in 
empowering the arab american community on a local and 
national level. through their Campaign to take on Hate, they 
challenge the growing prejudice and persistent misconception 
of arab and Muslim americans and arab and Muslim refugees. 
“We wanted to do some paid media opportunities that were 
innovative and creative but didn’t know how, and then Halal 
in the Family came along. it was a no-brainer. We could have 
never afforded this type of project or done as good of a job on 
our own,” said nadia tonova, Director of nnaaC.

With the first three Advisory Council members on board, the 
pre-production process could begin in earnest.

“a big draw (to join the 
advisory Council) was 

the exposure factor 
of working with aasif 

and raising awareness 
about issues that are 

important to us.”
– Kalia abiade

advocacy Director, Center for new Community
with Linda Sarsoue, Campaign to Take on Hate (left) 
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ll involved parties wanted this to be a high quality, funny web series that would 
leverage popular culture to advance efforts to combat anti-Muslim bias and 
bigotry. to clarify what that meant, M+a articulated three overarching goals 

in an early conversation with aasif Mandvi and lillian laSalle: raise awareness, shift 
behavior and bias, and support advocates and allies. 

To achieve these goals, M+A developed strategies that helped to guide decision-making throughout the final twelve 
months of making Halal in the Family a reality. today they provide benchmarks against which to gauge Halal in the 
Family’s success.

High-quality content

it was critical to everyone involved, but especially to the creative team, that we created a highly professional 
product. the caliber of the content would impact our ability to achieve the desired reach and impact, including 
demonstrating the feasibility of a sitcom built around a Muslim family. This meant not sacrificing humor in service 
of other goals. it meant production values comparable to television. it meant building a series website comparable 
to network sitcom websites.  
 

SeCtion ii:
PRoJeCt GoalS & StRateGieS

SeCtion ii:
PRoJeCt GoalS & StRateGieS

aa
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the majority of the budget was dedicated to production costs to ensure high production values for the episodes. 
the core creative team was very strong, led by aasif, Miles Kahn, and lillian. they hired a professional crew and 
sound stage for the shoot. The actors were all extremely talented and committed, including the stars Aasif and 
Sakina Jaffrey (House of Cards), and guests like Samantha Bee and Jordan Klepper from the Daily Show, and tariq 
trotter (Black thought from the Roots).

Making sure the show was funny while still speaking to 
the issues was difficult. the danger was two-fold. First, 
that in an effort to send a message, the writing would 
come across like an after-school special: preachy, cheesy, 
and obvious. Second, that the best jokes would be excised 
in an effort to avoid offending people.
 
to address these challenges we agreed that the advisory 
Council groups would have an opportunity to advise the 
writers, aasif and Miles, about the issues they wanted to 
see explored on the show. The writers would do their best 
to incorporate the real life stories and statistics into the 
episode but retained the ultimate say over what went into 
the final script. While the Advisory Council could raise 
and provide feedback on any “red flags” in the script, the 
production team would have final cut on the episodes. 
Both the creative team and advisory Council found the 
advising on issue themes incredibly valuable in shaping and enhancing the substance of the episodes. “Muslim 
advocates appreciated that we could shape the messages and the issues in the episodes,” said Fatima Khan. 

in addition to the content decisions, the writers faced the creative challenge of writing a parody that uses satire. 
By working with experienced political satirists, the team was able to develop scripts that navigated this nuance 
skillfully. aasif and Miles made the parody work by lampooning the conventions of classic american sitcoms and 
exaggerating the conventions sufficiently without making a series whose humor relied too much on that parody. 
Casey acierno, Senior Manager in Public affairs at Mtv commented, “Halal in the Family is meant to be old-school 
and a throwback to older sitcoms. the writers nailed the tone really well.”

Substantive content 

everyone agreed that the episodes had to be funny. but the episodes also needed to be substantive. the issues 
they addressed had to reflect what Muslims were actually experiencing and be connected to the work of the 
advisory Council. as noted above, most of the ideas for content were raised in meetings between the advisory 
Council and the creative team.
 
there are two methods for bringing the issues into the episodes. The first method was to build the episode around 
a particular conflict. This adheres to the classic sitcom story arc the series was parodying; a crisis arises, a crazy 
solution is suggested that can only make things worse, saner heads intervene, and eventually everything is resolved 
and wisdom is dispensed. the second method was to raise issues through the development of the characters.
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Halal in the Family used both approaches. each episode raises and resolves an issue. B’ully explores the ways 
Muslims are harassed by peers and politicians alike. a Spooq’y Halloween Special looks at how quick people are 
to fear Muslims and associate them with terrorism. The Amazing Race focuses on how politicians use anti-Muslim 
demagoguery (like exploiting the public’s misunderstanding of sharia law) to scare up money and votes. Spies Like 
Us reveals the ways government surveillance sets Muslims against one another and stokes paranoia within the 
community.
 

the characters also challenge american stereotypes 
of Muslims. For example, Muslims are often equated 
with arabs and confused with Sikhs, and the Black 
Muslim community is ignored by the media and 
general public. the Qu’osby family is South east 
asian, while the two other Muslim characters, 
played by Klepper and trotter, are white and Black, 
respectively. The popular conflation of Muslim and 
Sikh is addressed in the B’ully episode. in popular 
culture Muslims are rarely portrayed as sexual 
beings; Mr. and Mrs. Qu’osby engage in PDa and 
some sexual innuendo. Muslims are assumed to be 
devout; the Qu’osbys are mostly secular. above all, 
the Qu’osbys are intended to represent a “normal”, 

middle class american family in order to challenge how Muslims are typically portrayed in the media. M. Dove Kent, 
the Executive Director of Jews for Racial and Economic Justice (JFREJ), found the characters “smart, subtle, and 
thoughtful” in relation to typical coverage of Muslims. “aasif’s character challenges typical portrayals of Muslim 
men. (in the media) we don’t usually see Muslims as parents and members of families.”

Reach target audiences 

Before production began, the team determined its target 
audiences. three rose to the top: Muslim americans and 
communities associated with Muslims, progressives, and 
“persuadables.” as noted on the Halalinthefamily.tv website: 
“Halal in the Family aims to expose a broad audience to some 
of the realities of being Muslim in america. By using satire we 
will encourage people to reconsider their assumptions about 
Muslims while providing a balm to those experiencing anti-
Muslim bias. We also hope those uncles and aunties out there 
will crack a smile!”
 
Many Muslim americans appreciate how aasif’s Daily Show 
reports on anti-Muslim bias have dealt with issues few others 
cover as effectively. He exposes and skewers anti-Muslim 
bigotry; it is not surprising that those who experience bigotry 
are fans of aasif’s work. there is also an almost complete 
absence of sympathetic or complex Muslim characters on 
television or film. The Halal in the Family team believed that 

aasif teaches his daughter’s bully a lesson in the B’ully episode

“the demand for a show 
like Halal in the Family 

is not only existent, it’s 
desperate to engage in 

the larger dialogue of 
how cultural identity 

contributes to the 
broader tapestry of 

america.”
–the Guardian
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this series, even if it was a sitcom parody rather than a straight sitcom, could provide Muslim americans with a 
peek into what it might be like to really have their own Cosby Show, as Katie Couric suggested.

as a Daily Show correspondent for seven years, 
aasif is well known and well liked by progressives 
who watch the show. as the Perception institute 
study discovered, many of these viewers  don’t hold 
explicit bigoted views of Muslims and have stood with 
Muslims during critical moments, including efforts to 
stop mosques from being built, or to pass laws banning 
the use of Sharia law. Reaching these progressives 
would help the series establish itself among the 
sizable number of “friendly” viewers, who get all the 
jokes and share the perspective of the series.

Muslim and progressive viewers would make up 
Halal in the Family’s fan base. they would be the most 
likely to share, like, and comment on the episodes and 
other content. a failure to reach this audience would 

undercut Halal in the Family’s virality. Suman Raghunathan, the Executive Director from South Asian Americans 
leading together (Saalt), commented, “it was important to engage aasif’s base and core constituencies as well as 
persuadables about what’s at stake for South asians when it comes to anti-Muslim bias.”
 
A more difficult to define audience is the group we referred to as “persuadables.” We characterized them as ranging 
from politically liberal to moderate, with little exposure to Muslims beyond what they see on cable news. They are 
among the 52% of americans who feel they do not know enough about arabs or Muslims. Most are Democrats but 
some might identify as independent. We excluded from the persuadable group individuals more likely, for either 
religious or political reasons, to hold strongly negative views about Muslims.

Reaching these target audiences required carefully developed content and a targeted distribution strategy. if the 
campaign did reach them, it would raise awareness and (potentially) shift behavior and bias.

 
Measure impact on anti-Muslim bias

It is difficult to determine the impact a video or article has on a viewer by using conventional metrics. To help 
determine the campaign’s success at decreasing anti-Muslim bias, unbound Philanthropy and the Ford Foundation 
provided additional funds to hire an outside evaluator. M+a contracted with Perception institute and commissioned 
an evaluation that would determine how the episodes impacted viewers’ explicit and implicit attitudes towards 
Muslims. The viewers reflected a range of ages and included sufficient representation from the campaign’s target 
audiences.
 
the results of their evaluation are discussed in more detail in Section v (Metrics) and the full report is available as 
an addendum. in brief, it concluded that all of the episodes had a positive impact on reducing anti-Muslim attitudes 
while two of the episodes proved effective even when using the most conservative measures. The extent of the 
impact had some variation based on age, political views, and episodes watched.

adey Fisseha (unbound Philanthropy), Suman Raghunathan (Saalt) 
and Mana tahaie (Center for new Community) at 

Ford Foundation screening
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Support existing campaigns 

Could Halal in the Family move people to take action to help combat islamophobia and anti-Muslim policies? in a 
typical campaign, the content is developed on behalf of an organization to support one of its priority issues. that 
organization is responsible for promoting the content, which includes an explicit call to action around its campaign. 
When it became clear that Halal in the Family was not operating under this model, we had to shift the way we 
envisioned a call to action. 
 Despite the project’s unusual model, it still aimed to provide the audience with ways to combat anti-Muslim bias. 
instead of developing a unique call to action just for this campaign, Halal in the Family developed content that any 
organization could use to promote its own advocacy, organizing, or education efforts. the Halal in the Family website 
includes a dedicated page showcasing the advisory Council members with links to learn more and get involved 
through their resources and campaigns. the page at Halalinthefamily.tv/get-involved is an extremely comprehensive 
and visually appealing resource for engaging with the american Muslim world.

leverage media interest 

a piece of cultural content can have a broad 
impact even if it is only experienced directly by 
a relatively small number of people. Reviews of 
many books are more well-read than the books 
themselves.  news coverage of a major rally 
exposes its ideas and sensibility to people who 
are unable or unwilling to attend. the team 
behind Halal in the Family knew that a successful 
publicity campaign could expose many non-
viewers to the ideas contained in the episodes 
while convincing a small percentage to check out 
the videos themselves. Without media, it was 
unlikely Halal in the Family would raise awareness 
about anti-Muslim bias. 

From early in the process, decisions were made that would maximize media interest in the campaign. This included 
the content, the talent’s involvement in production and promotion, the timing of the release, and the retention of a 
public relations firm with a strong background at the intersection of causes and culture. 

By targeting particular media outlets, the campaign could reach priority audiences. this would be particularly 
important for “persuadables” who were less likely to come across the episodes or other content through their 
social networks. By offering the media interviews with advisory Council members, the campaign could lift up the 
experiences of the groups working on these issues. Ultimately, Halal in the Family generated at least 577 million 
media impressions. 

aasif Mandvi discusses Halal in the Family on Late Show with 
David Letterman
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Raise profile of talent

If artists are going to give their time and expertise to support social change work as artists, their efforts should 
give them greater exposure as well. To be clear, this is not about using charitable activities to improve the image of 
the artists. It is about making cause related efforts part of an artist’s brand (which then exposes new audiences to 
the issue) and broadening an artist’s fan base by exposing them to people who aren’t familiar with their work.

 
With Halal in the Family, it was important to expose new viewers to Aasif both as a performer and an activist. To do 
this required a media and outreach strategy that would go beyond aasif’s fan base. in particular, this meant
appearances on tv shows like Morning Joe on MSnBC and amanpour on Cnn and in newspapers like uSa today 
and the Salt lake tribune. aasif was mentioned in every article and quoted in most.
 
The hope is that by successfully raising Aasif’s profile with new audiences, other artists and their management 
would be encouraged to take similar risks. Sarah Silverman’s videos supporting President obama, also developed 
by Moore + Associates, helped catch Aasif’s attention in the first place. M+A believed that Halal in the Family could 
also serve as a model for how artists engage in interventions to shift popular culture.
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nce Halal in the Family was greenlighted in april 2014, it took another year 
before launch and an additional five months before the evaluation was 
completed. This section examines the five key elements of the campaign, 
from its development through its assessment period. 

First, over the course of the year the team behind Halal in the Family expanded beyond the initial stakeholders 
– Moore + associates, the creative and production team, advisory Council members, and seed funders – and 
its responsibilities broadened. Second, the content for Halal in the Family  - primarily the episodes, website, and 
shareable graphics – was created. third, the team advanced the campaign’s crowd funding, pre-launch, and 
rebranding efforts. Fourth, a strategy for dissemination and promotion was developed and executed. And finally, 
the evaluation was designed, data collected, and analysis completed. 

StaKeHolDeRS

Halal in the Family was developed by four sets of key stakeholders. the creative and production team, led by lillian 
laSalle and aasif Mandvi; the strategists and managers at Moore + associates; the organizations working on 
aligned issues made up the advisory Council and allies; and the foundation funders provided material support and 
guidance. 

SeCtion iii:
FRoM GReenliGHt tHRouGH evaluation

SeCtion iii:
FRoM GReenliGHt tHRouGH evaluation

oo
eric Ward (Ford Foundation), aasif Mandvi and linda Sarsour (Campaign to take on Hate)
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Creative and production team 

The production team was led by Aasif Mandvi (Executive Producer, Co-writer and star of Halal in the Family), lillian 
LaSalle (Executive Producer); and Miles Kahn (Director and Co-writer). Their primary responsibility was producing 
the Halal in the Family episodes, while also playing an integral role in developing the project strategy, promoting the 
series, and securing financial support. The involvement of Aasif and a highly skilled and reputable production team 
was paramount to making Halal in the Family possible. as discussed in Section v of this report, aasif’s willingness 
to dedicate so much time to media engagement was crucial to securing the high caliber coverage needed to reach 
our target audiences. Working with aasif, a popular and respected Muslim comic actor, was the major draw for the 
advisory Council and funders to invest in Halal in the Family. 

Zeyba Rahman, Senior Program Officer for the Doris Duke 
Charitable Foundation’s Building Bridges Program, explained, 
“aasif was a huge asset. With his involvement i knew the 
project would be successful, and get a big draw, and the 
quality would be good. i know his work so i felt comfortable 
with it [supporting Halal in the Family].” “We were drawn to 
working with a high profile South Asian Muslim American to 
get our issues out there in a different way,” reflected Advisory 
Council member Suman Raghunathan, Executive Director of 
Saalt (South asian americans leading together).

the production savvy of lillian laSalle and Sweet 180 made it possible to produce a highly professional shoot on a 
limited budget. This was the first time Lillian and her team collaborated with nonprofits on a creative project. Lillian 
invited the advisory Council members’ input on the episode themes and scripts and sought to accommodate their 
suggestions. lillian and her team also played an active role in the project’s promotion, coordinating aasif’s media 
appearances and participating in four launch events and screenings. 

Miles Kahn moonlighted as the Halal in the Family co-writer, director, and editor while working as a full-time 
producer at the Daily Show. His creative vision and instincts, years of producing humorous political content, and 
sharp eye were instrumental in every stage of the creative process. Miles also participated in media interviews and 
promoted the campaign on social media. 

the production team’s key responsibilities included: 

creative: Develop web-series concept; write script; and produce the episodes and theme song. 

Promotion and dissemination: Advise on and help execute earned media strategy; coordinate Aasif and production 
team media appearances; identify and secure dissemination platform; promote Halal in the Family through personal 
social media networks; advise on, help coordinate, and participate in launch event and screenings.

Fundraising: Participate in meetings with major funders. Produce indiegogo video, review its messaging, coordinate 
aasif’s crowdfunding promotion, and create and disseminate perks. 

Administration: Set up and manage web-series llC; coordinate contracts and legal matters with Comedy Central 
and production partners; manage production budget. 

(l to R), Miles Kahn, Chan D. Booth, nicky Maindiratta, 
lillian laSalle, aasif Mandvi, Sakina Jaffrey Jaffrey, Shoba 

narayanan and members of crew
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Communications and campaign strategy team

Moore + associates (M+a) managed the overall project. its 
primary responsibilities were to develop and implement the 
campaign strategy; manage fundraising; build and coordinate 
the advisory Council; serve as a liaison between the creative 
team and other project partners; oversee the Perception 
Institute evaluation; and write the final report. The M+A team 
was led by Mik Moore and Miriam Fogelson. M+A’s expertise in 
engaging artists in social issue campaigns and understanding of 
the nonprofit and philanthropic sectors allowed it to serve as a 
critical intermediary and strategic leader, holding together the 
many pieces of the Halal in the Family puzzle.  

M+ a’s role incentivized aasif and Sweet 180 Productions to make Halal in the Family a priority project. lillian 
LaSalle explained, “Because of M+A we could have a more definitive and expedited plan. The project was more 
tangible because we didn’t have to raise the money on our own. they allowed us to focus our energies more on the 
creative side. Working with M+a allowed us to have a partner and make this project the cream of the crop.”

M+a’s track record provided funders and the advisory 
Council (who were new to working on humorous media 
campaigns) with the confidence to invest in Halal in the 
Family. “M+a’s intermediary role was instrumental,” 
said adey Fisseha from unbound Philanthropy. “you 
have to fund someone to manage the translation 
process and the relationship-building between artists 
and organizations. i would be reticent to support a 
project if it was not led by someone with expertise in 
the entertainment space.”

Nadia Tonova from ACCESS reflected that a key 
element of Halal in the Family’s success was working 
with partners that you can trust. “Moore + associates 

knows how to do this. aCCeSS never participated in a project like Halal in the Family before and couldn’t have done 
this alone.” Meira Neggaz, Executive Director of Institute for Social Policy and Understanding also valued M+A’s 
leadership. “M+a kept people informed in a timely way. i appreciate how inclusive it was and its ability to galvanize 
and involve the groups.”

M+a’s key responsibilities included: 

creative: advise on web-series concept, episode themes and script; facilitate brainstorming sessions and script 
review process between creative team and advisory Council; and coordinate and participate in regular meetings 
with creative team.

campaign Management: Develop campaign launch plan and direct six-week campaign launch and implementation 
period; manage digital strategy, including creation of website and shareable content, and hire and supervise social 
media strategist; coordinate Advisory Council participation in campaign execution. 

“M+a kept people 
informed in a timely 

way. i appreciate how 
inclusive it was and its 

ability to galvanize and 
involve the groups.”

–nadia tonova
Member of aCCeSS

advisory Council Member linda Sarsour (Campaign to take on 
Hate) and Miriam Fogelson (Moore + associates)
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Promotion and dissemination: Direct and oversee earned media strategy (hire and manage PR firm, etc.); represent 
Halal in the Family at conferences; initiate, coordinate and participate in launch event and screenings; guide social 
media ad buy strategy. 

Advisory council: Conceptualize advisory Council structure; form and manage advisory Council and ally network 
(lead regular calls and communication, etc.); conduct outreach to broad network of organizations and community 
leaders focused on combating anti-Muslim bias; and serve as liaison between advisory Council and creative team.

Fundraising: Develop and execute multi-pronged fundraising strategy; conduct outreach to foundation funders; 
cultivate and secure foundation funding; write grant proposals and reports; cultivate and secure major donor 
support; manage Indiegogo campaign; coordinate funder briefings and ensure ongoing engagement of funders.

evaluation: 

• Perception institute: Manage hiring process of evaluation firm (develop RFP, conduct due diligence on firms, 
etc.); determine evaluation goals, key audiences, structure and timeline; advise Perception institute on 
evaluation methodology; guide content of evaluation reports; and supervise Perception and serve as liaison to 
funders and other project partners. 

•	 Halal in the Family evaluation report: conceptualize, conduct research, and produce evaluation report; 
present report at funder briefings, etc.

Administration: Serve as project administrator, including key contact for project partners; hire and manage 
vendors; coordinate (non-production) contracts, invoicing and payments; and manage project budget.

advisory Council 

as described in Section ii, the advisory Council (aC) was critical 
to informing the campaign strategy, creative, fundraising, and 
promotional aspects of Halal in the Family. From its inception, a 
fundamental goal of Halal in the Family was to create content that 
would advance the work, and raise the profile, of organizations in 
the field. To be successful the project needed close partnerships 
with issue experts on the front lines of combating anti-Muslim 
bias. M+a sought to form an advisory Council of respected 
Muslim rights groups and civil rights groups who would reflect 
the intersectionality of communities impacted by anti-Muslim 
bias. as Suman from Saalt observed, “it was powerful to have 
a spectrum of organizations play such an intrinsic role on the 
advisory Council. Being able to point to discrete and overlapping 
stakeholder constituencies that the advisory Council represented 
was critical and important.

By creating a coalition model, instead of affiliating Halal in the Family with a single organization, no one group was 
responsible for “owning” what was perceived by some as a risky venture in a sector unaccustomed to this type of 

“the advisory Council 
was so helpful...We 

learned about the 
details of the issues 

that we wouldn’t have 
known without hiring 

a research team.”
– lillian laSalle

Owner of Sweet 180 
Talent Management & Production
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cultural initiative. the cohort model was intended to deepen the impact of the project and broaden the reach of 
Halal in the Family. 

the advisory Council was a new way of working for all involved parties. overall the model was an effective and 
invaluable component of the project. As Lillian LaSalle reflected, “The Advisory Council was so helpful. Without 
the aC identifying the issues we needed to address, we may have been a little lost in the structure of each episode. 
through our conversations with the groups, we learned about the details of the issues (FBi moles in Muslim 
communities, etc.) that we wouldn’t have known without hiring a research team.”

In addition to their issue expertise and broad reach in target communities, the cohort model also incentivized 
foundation funders to support Halal in the Family. Zeyba Rahman, from the DDCF Building Bridges program, 
explained that she “was drawn to the active role organizations played in Halal in the Family. usually a creative 
project is built by a team, and then organizations are brought in after the framework is set. in this case, community 
partners were brought into the conversation early on and they shaped the project. they were true partners. Halal 
in the Family was much more equivocal and balanced than the norm.” Kashif Shaikh, the Co-Founder and Program 
Director of the Pillars Fund, also found the advisory Council model compelling. “i was impressed by the level of 
detail the team went through to get it [the understanding of the issues] right.”

Despite the tremendous value added by the aC, there were challenges sorting out their role, agreeing on creative 
matters, and other unforeseen obstacles. a more thorough assessment of the aC can be found in the advisory 
Council Reflections addendum.

the outreach to advisory Council members began in Spring 2014 and continued throughout the fall. the initial 
three members -- aCCeSS, Center for new Community and Muslim advocates -- advised on additional groups 
and assisted in the cultivation process. As that outreach continued, the $10,000 investment request proved to be 
a barrier to entry to some groups who were interested in being involved and would add value to the project. Given 
the desire to bring in new groups and the recognition that late joining groups did not have a chance to shape the 
scripts, the floor for entry was lowered. SAALT and Auburn Seminary joined in Fall 2014. Groups who provided 
strategic and promotional support, but did not make a financial contribution, could join the team as an “Ally” rather 
than a member of the advisory Council. 

At the time of Halal in the Family’s launch in April 2015, the organizational partners included: 

Advisory council: 

Allies included: 
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Moore + Associates developed the following terms 
of participation for the Advisory council and Allies:

Advisors

the advisory Council will be composed of representatives from Muslim and civil rights groups who will broaden 
our diverse network of stakeholders who are invested in the project’s success. advisors will advise aasif Mandvi 
and the campaign and production teams on key themes, messages, and sensitive issues to be aware of for the video 
scripts during the pre-production phase. They will also play a key role in disseminating and promoting the final 
videos. The Advisors will be identified on the credits of the videos’ website (if they so choose) and public materials. 
the advisors can use the videos to publicize current or future initiatives related to the video themes. advisors will 
make a financial contribution of at least $10,000 by August 2014. 

Advisors will make the following commitment throughout the 
pre-production to launch phases:

• Participate in strategy calls with aasif Mandvi and the 
production and campaign team to identify key themes, 
messages, and sensitive issues to be aware of for the script;

• Review episode treatments to identify “red flags” (Note that 
aasif Mandvi and the production and campaign staff will make 
final decisions about the script);

• Participate in planning calls to prepare for the campaign 
launch;

• assist with coordinating and promoting crowdsourced 
fundraising efforts;

• Disseminate videos amongst networks;
• identify and assist with outreach to allies;

Allies

allies are any individuals or organizations that share this project’s goals and want to lend their support. the primary 
role of Allies is to disseminate and promote the final videos amongst their networks to maximize the reach of the 
project. Allies will be identified by Advisory Council members, Aasif Mandvi and the production and campaign 
team. the allies can use the videos to publicize current or future initiatives related to the video themes.

Allies will make the following commitment throughout the post-production and launch phases:

●	 Commit to disseminate the video(s) and shareable content through their social media networks;
●	 Participate in planning call(s) to prepare for campaign launch;
●	 assist with promoting crowdsourced fundraising efforts;
●	 Disseminate videos amongst networks during launch (assuming it meets their needs).

“Community partners 
were brought into the 
conversation early on 

and they shaped the 
project. they were 

true partners. Halal in 
the Family was much 
more equivocal than 

the norm.”
– Zeyba Rahman

DDCF Building Bridges program
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Foundation Funders

Halal in the Family was funded through a multi-pronged development strategy of 
foundation grants (63%), contributions from the advisory Council groups (18%), an 
indiegogo crowdfunding campaign (16%), and gifts from major donors (3%). 

Moore + associates led the fundraising efforts with support from the creative team and advisory Council. instead 
of waiting to secure all of the funds before beginning work on Halal in the Family, fundraising began in the Spring of 
2014 and continued as the project developed until all the funds needed to launch in april 2015 were secured. 

this section focuses on the integral role of the foundation 
funders, what drew them to Halal in the Family, and their 
experience and lessons learned through the process. 
Beyond providing the majority of the financing, the funding 
partners also advised on the project strategy, cultivated 
other funders, hosted and participated in screenings and 
launch events, spoke with the media, promoted Halal in 
the Family through their networks, and participated in 
the evaluation. the respected reputation of the funders 
also enhanced the credibility of the project. as Halal in 
the Family’s producer Lillian LaSalle explained, “When we 
went out to other actors and their managers, and viacom, 
to talk about the project, using the funders’ names helped 
legitimize the conversation and showed we had support.”

as described in the Background section, unbound 
Philanthropy provided the initial funding, followed by the Ford 
Foundation and the three initial advisory Council members. 
in January 2015, M+a secured a grant from the Pillars Fund, 
a foundation that supports american Muslim social service 
and advocacy organizations. For the project organizers, 
this was a critical stamp of approval from the american 
Muslim community. in the winter of 2015, M+a secured 
the final foundation grant from the Doris Duke Charitable 
Foundation’s Building Bridges Program, a fund committed 
to advancing relationships, increasing understanding, and 
reducing bias between Muslim and non-Muslim communities. 
the grant provided critical funding to cover the campaign’s 
promotional and launch costs.

Moore + associates pursued many foundation funders to support Halal in the Family, but the majority felt the project 
was too risky, didn’t fit with their funding portfolio, or they couldn’t move the funds on a quick enough timeline. The 
four foundation funders all took a leap of faith in supporting a new model. Halal in the Family was the first time most 
of them funded a project built around humor, new media, and/or a partnership between the entertainment industry 
and nonprofit organizations. Each supported Halal in the Family for different reasons, but they all shared a belief 
that the potential reward outweighed the risk.

adey Fisseha (unbound Philanthropy) and Kashif Shaik 
(Pillars Fund) at Ford Foundation screening.

“We were interested in 
the ability of comedy 
to make people more 

comfortable with hearing 
points about issues that 

are otherwise difficult or 
contentious.”

– adey Fisseha
Program Officer, Unbound Philanthropy
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Unbound Philanthropy had recently committed to exploring effective ways of using art to advance social change. 
Halal in the Family provided a learning opportunity to test out this approach. “We were interested in figuring out 
pop culture interventions that change the narrative around immigrants, more broadly perceptions of communities 
of color,” explained Fisseha, Program Officer at Unbound. “We were particularly interested in the ability of comedy 
to make people more comfortable with hearing points about issues that are otherwise difficult or contentious.”  

Zeyba Rahman, Senior Program Officer at the DDCF Building Bridges 
Program, was also looking for new strategies to shift perceptions, but 
with a particular interest in Muslims. ”the project is totally aligned 
with the Building Bridges program because it tackles the perception 
question. However, Halal in the Family is doing it in a different, inventive 
way.” Zeyba, like adey, was drawn to Halal in the Family’s usage of humor 
and pop culture to expose new audiences to the realities of being 
Muslim in america. For the Pillars Fund, which had previously only 
funded Muslim social service and advocacy groups, “this was a new 
strategy for us,” explained Kashif Shaikh, Co-Founder and Program 
Director. “Pillars hadn’t funded a large scale media project before. 
We thought if it was successful, it could reach more minds than social 
services.”

the funders took a chance on Halal in the Family in part to explore new funding strategies to achieve their 
foundation’s mission. By supporting Halal in the Family, they gained insight into the value of investing in culture 
change. they also all reported feeling a greater openness to investing in “risky” approaches, and formed valuable 
collegial relationships to strengthen the impact of their future giving. adey from unbound Philanthropy noted that 
Halal in the Family “requires some tolerance for risk. This is the first pop culture grant that we made - it’s a totally 
different format.” For Zeyba, “Halal in the Family showed us another way of shifting perceptions” with a “relatively 
small budget.” Kashif counseled on taking the long view. “Changing attitudes is not easy to measure. you need to be 
patient - there is not an instant gratification.”

the foundations overwhelmingly consider the project a success, noting in particular the media coverage, reach, 
engagement of community partners, and transparent communication among all parties. the collaborative 
funding nature of Halal in the Family allowed for foundation funders to participate as true partners. Their financial 
investment, issue expertise, promotional support within the philanthropic sector, and guidance and encouragement 
significantly shaped the project. 

Content

the Halal in the Family content provided the mechanisms to tell our story, engage audiences, and shift bias and 
perceptions of american Muslims. the four episodes, Halalinthefamily.tv website, and shareable content were 
complimentary while serving a distinct function. This section explains the purpose and substance of each type of 
content. the Metrics section provides a deeper analysis of impact. 

“Halal in the Family 
showed us another 

way of shifting 
perceptions with 
a relatively small 

budget.”
– Zeyba Rahman

DDCF Building Bridges program
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episodes

The four, five-minute episodes were the main storytelling and engagement tool of the project. Each episode was 
designed to focus on an issue that one or more of the advisory Council members were working on so they could 
easily be utilized to advance existing campaigns to combat anti-Muslim bias. The pre-production phase started 
in august and wrapped up in october 2014. aasif and Miles Kahn created the characters, plotlines, and scripts. 
The Advisory Council identified contemporary issues impacting American Muslim communities as well as cultural 
nuances to explore and avoid. Moore + Associates served as the intermediary by collecting and synthesizing 
information from the aC; facilitating calls with aasif, Miles, lillian laSalle, and the groups; advising on episode 
treatments and scripts; and coordinating the script review process.  

lillian and her team from Sweet 180 managed the budget and coordinated the shoot. the episodes were shot over 
14 hours on a Sunday in early october 2014 at a studio in Bushwick, Brooklyn. Sweet 180 decided to limit the 
series to four episodes because the budget only supported a one-day shoot, featuring a cast and crew of more than 
40 actors, camera-people, wardrobe and makeup, set designers, and others. the Halal in the Family production team 
worked at a discounted rate, some steeply. 

the four episodes covered issues connected to policy, cultural misunderstandings and stereotypes, and common 
family dynamics. the writers attempted to integrate as many issues as possible without oversaturating the short 
episodes with information and multiple messages.

Spies Like Us: aasif learns that the kids’ favorite math teacher 

(played by Jordan Klepper) is Muslim and comes up with a plan 

to find out if he’s also a spy. The episode focuses on government 

surveillance and spying on american Muslim communities, and 

connects to advocacy efforts of several aC members to track the 

inefficiencies within these practices and end them.. 

A spooq’y Halloween: Determined to win a Halloween contest 

against his neighborhood rival, aasif and the kids turn their home 

into a haunted terrorist training camp. the episode focuses on the 

unjustified suspicion and fears of Muslims, and negative associations 

and stereotypes used to impugn american Muslims.

the Amazing race: Bobby (the Qu’osby’s son) wants to be 

president of his high school class. So aasif brings in a professional 

campaign consultant (played by Samantha Bee) to give his image a 

political makeover at the expense of his Muslim identity. Also guest 

stars tariq “Black thought” trotter. this episode focuses on how 

politicians, and the organized network of islamophobes, drum up 

and exploit fear of Muslims to further their agenda. 

b’ully: When Whitney (the Qu’osby’s daughter) is being harassed 

online by a girl at her school, aasif decides to invite the bully over 

to teach her a lesson about bullying. the episode focuses on the 

harassment experienced by Muslim students and more broadly the 

organized online network of elected officials, pundits, hate-groups, 

and funders who exploit anti-Muslim rhetoric.
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the advisory Council members and funders found most if not all of the episodes relevant to their work, while 
specific episodes resonated with different partners. “We felt all four topics were relevant, but Muslim Advocates 
mainly pushed out the content about profiling,” explained Fatima Khan. The episode on surveillance also resonated 
most for Kashif Shaikh. ”Spies Like Us summed up why this work is so important. there is so much that people don’t 
know - including people in the community. it’s important that the episode allows us to summarize in an easy way 
why people are under attack,” he said. The Amazing Race was most relevant to Shoulder to Shoulder. “the messaging 
aligned with our framing about inclusion of Muslims in American society,” reflected Catherine Orsborn.

Website

the Halal in the Family website (halalinthefamily.tv) is the home for all Halal in the Family content and background 
information. it provides a space for viewers to learn more about the issues in the episodes and take action. 
Halalinthefamily.tv was designed to resemble a network television sitcom website and reflect the Halal in the Family 
brand: a balance of satire, pop culture, and substantive information. Moore + associates took the lead strategy and 
content development role and hired and supervised the website designer, adriel luis. aasif, Miles, and lillian also 
advised on the written and visual content. The website was built over six weeks in March and April 2015.

the website contains a homepage with portals into the 
different sections: episodes, about us, Cast, Share Stuff, 
Get involved and Press. the episodes section includes 
separate pages for each episode with the video, a synopsis 
of the plot and key issues, a link to the Get involved 
page, and shareable content related to the episode. the 
about us section provides an overview of the project and 
details about the core team and partners. the Cast page 
includes profiles and shareable images of the characters 
and bios of the cast. Share Stuff provides several GiFs and 
infographics for each episode with links to share the image 
on social media. Get involved is the section to learn about 
the issues and take action, providing a comprehensive 
resource of data, educational materials, articles, and 
engagement opportunities. Get involved refers viewers 
to the advisory Council members and other reputable 
organizations. Press includes images and quotes from 
highlights of Halal in the Family’s media coverage. 

the website is a critical element of the Halal in the Family strategy, providing an outlet for engagement long after 
the active campaign period ended. Many advisory Council members cited the website as an indicator of the 
project’s success. “People were impressed by the way information is presented and how the issues are dissected on 
the page. it’s so well organized, minimalistic and effective,” said Meira neggaz from institute for Social Policy and 
understanding. 

Shareable Content

Shareable content was created to expand the reach of the campaign and to shape the conversation about Halal in 
the Family on social media. under Moore + associates’ direction, adriel luis designed more than 20 infographics, 

Halalinthefamily.tv homepage

http://www.halalinthefamily.tv/
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shareable graphics, and GiFs with important data, key messages, and quotes and images from each episode. 
after launch a limited number of pieces were created utilizing earning media, such as Jon Stewart plugging Halal 
in the Family on the Daily Show. the Halal in the Family team posted the content on the Halal in the Family social 
channels and shared the content with the advisory Council, along with sample language for social media posts. the 
infographics were the most popular shareable content; for example, the bullying infographic had 91 likes and 51 
shares on the Halal in the Family Facebook page. 

the shareable images were designed to provide the advisory Council members and other allied organizations with 
compelling visual content to help advance their campaigns, elevate their issues, and build greater name recognition 
during and after the Halal in the Family campaign. “When Shoulder to Shoulder posted Halal in the Family content 
we would see a lot of interest and more social media shares than we typically see,” said Catherine orsborn. Casey 
acierno from Mtv plans to continue to utilize the content to engage the look Different audience. “We could use 
the GiFs and infographics as incidents pop up in the news.”  

CaMPaiGn DeveloPMent

after the pre-production and production phases were complete in october 2014, Moore + associates’ focus shifted 
to the campaign development. The first step was leading a successful Indiegogo crowdfunding campaign to help 
cover post-production and campaign promotion costs. Moore + associates developed the indiegogo campaign’s 
written content and images and created and managed the launch strategy. Sweet 180 and aasif produced the 
indiegogo video, provided perks, and reviewed the campaign content and related communication. 

the launch strategy relied on mobilizing aasif’s fans, the advisory Council’s networks, and a broader community 
of ally organizations and individuals. Moore + associates, with support from indiegogo campaign coordinator 
Bassema yousef and the advisory Council, created a database of more than 150 Muslim advocacy organizations, 
allied organizations, and faith and community leaders. in early november 2014, M+a sent group and individual 
emails to everyone on the list to inform them about the web-series. M+a asked for their support with promoting 
the campaign and invited them to get involved more broadly. Regardless of their response, it was a friendly way to 
inform the community about the web-series before the public announcement.
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the original plan was to launch the indiegogo in mid-november so the four-week campaign would conclude before 
the December holidays. on the day that we launched as the Qu’osby Show on november 19, 2014, the rape 
allegations against Bill Cosby became headline news. TV Land, Netflix, and NBC all distanced themselves from 
Cosby and his projects. although the Qu’osby Show had no direct relationship with Bill Cosby – the name was 
meant to evoke the show’s role in shifting perceptions of black families in america – the team was concerned the 
allegations could negatively impact the project. Continuing as the Qu’osby Show might distract from the project 
goals or add unwarranted scrutiny to the Muslim community.Moore + associates had several urgent conversations 
with aasif and lillian, the advisory Council, and some of the funders. the decision was made to pause the indiegogo 
campaign, rename the web-series, and restart in early 2015 when the media story had diminished. 

Sweet 180 spent the next two months making creative 
adjustments to rebrand the series while staying true to the 
original goal. the name was changed to Halal in the Family, 
inspired by all in the Family, norman lear’s trailblazing 
1970s sitcom that boldly explored race and class in America. 
lear gave the project (and its new name) his blessing and 
provided support from his foundation. the creative team 
also shot a new introduction for the episodes with an 
original theme song. the only remaining reference to the 
Cosby Show was the family’s last name, Qu’osby.  

While the Bill Cosby developments were unexpected and caused the team to readjust the timeline, framing, and 
certain creative elements of the project, the general consensus of all involved was that the rebranding of the 
project made it stronger. By the time the indiegogo campaign relaunched in January 2015, Bill Cosby was no longer 
headline news. the web-series and the partner organizations did not receive any negative press or backlash. 

From January through March 2015, M+a led a successful indiegogo campaign to raise funds and start to build an 
audience for Halal in the Family. We exceeded the initial $20,000 goal; the initial 30-day campaign closed netting 
$33,000. Indiegogo invited Halal in the Family to extend the campaign through In Demand, a mechanism to continue 
to fundraise indefinitely without a specific goal. The campaign ended with just over $36,000 raised. 

While the funds raised were critical to completing post-production and covering promotional costs, the indiegogo 
campaign was equally effective in building an early audience for Halal in the Family and creating awareness about 
islamophobia in america. it received support from 469 individuals from across the uS and beyond, attracted almost 
900 followers to the Halal in the Family Facebook page, and grew the 700 person Halal in the Family email list. the 
crowdfunding effort garnered coverage in uSa today. 

DiStRiBution & PRoMotion

the successful release and promotion of Halal in the Family required several interconnected elements leading up to 
and following the launch, including media engagement, paid ads, social media, and public events. Moore + associates 
developed the public voice campaign plan and managed the campaign between January and May 2015. the entire 
team played distinct and complimentary roles in shaping and executing the campaign. This section provides an 
overview of the main facets of the dissemination plan, while the Metrics section provides a qualitative analysis of 
their impact. 

norman lear surprises aasif by calling into the screening at 
the Ford Foundation.
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Distribution partner

Securing a reputable distribution partner who would expand Halal in the Family’s reach in target audiences was 
essential to driving views and shaping public perception. Sweet 180 managed the cultivation process and Moore + 
associates advised on the options and helped shape the distribution package. 

The team spent approximately two months before launch exploring and securing the best distribution platform and 
ultimately partnered with Funny or Die (FoD), the most popular media company focused on humor and web video. 
FoD has a lot of clout in the comedy and entertainment communities and it offered to give the episodes prime real 
estate on the FoD website. FoD also committed to placing the videos on its social media channels and to reaching 
out to press. 

Media engagement 

a targeted and aggressive earned media strategy was essential to reaching the key audiences, particularly 
the persuadables, and sustaining a public conversation with these audiences throughout the campaign. earned 
media was critical to inserting an accurate and nuanced portrayal of american Muslims in mainstream media. the 
campaign needed a public relations firm that understood the goals of Halal in the Family and had deep relationships 
with entertainment, comedy, pop culture, news, and political media outlets. Moore + associates began researching 
appropriate public relations firms in the fall of 2014, and after considering several firms M+A hired Sunshine Sachs 
in March 2015. BWR, aasif’s publicist, led media engagement during the indiegogo campaign and continued to help 
coordinate aasif’s media appearance throughout the launch period. 

Sunshine Sachs developed and implemented the earned media strategy with guidance from Moore + associates.

the earned media plan included the following elements:

• Strategies to sustain a conversation about Halal in the Family 
throughout the entirety of the campaign;

• list segmentation to ensure coverage in mainstream, issue 
specific, and ethnic media; including TV, radio, print, digital 
platforms, twitter conversations, etc;

• advise on “messengers” to speak to the media;
• Secure interviews for aasif and other Halal in the Family 

spokespeople;
• advise on and serve as media contact at nyC launch events;
• Develop and circulate media advisories and press releases; 

Help coordinate advisory Council’s social media promotion.

As described in further detail in the Metrics section, Sunshine Sachs and BWR did an excellent job securing media 
coverage in strategic media outlets. the creative team, advisory Council, and funders all reference the media 
strategy as an indicator of success. Zeyba Rahman reflected, “I do believe Halal in the Family did what it intended to 
do - draw attention in the media. the Halal in the Family team was very smart about the communications strategy.” 

“Mandvi’s most 
interesting project may 
be his new Web series, 

Halal in the Family…”
– Rolling Stone
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Paid media

additional funding from the indiegogo campaign and Doris Duke Charitable Foundation allowed the campaign to 
run paid ads on Facebook. these ads were critical to broadening the reach of the episodes, in particular among 
harder to reach audiences. Approximately two-thirds of the advertising utilized the episodes themselves, while 
one-third promoted the Facebook page, helping to double the number of followers. the team determined early 
on that it would be impossible to reach a significant number of people on Facebook without paid media. Even a 
highly successful earned media strategy wouldn’t be enough by itself. in addition, paid media allowed for a level of 
micro-targeting and data collection that was impossible otherwise. Given the importance of evaluating Halal in the 
Family’s impact, missing these audiences and losing out on this data was highly undesirable. 

Sunshine Sachs was retained to develop the paid ad strategy, monitor, and run the ads throughout the spring and 
summer of 2015. As noted in the next section, these ads resulted in a significant return on investment. 

Social media / digital 

Consistent and sustained promotion of Halal 
in the Family content across social media 
platforms was key to expanding the campaign’s 
reach in target audiences, particularly among 
progressives, allies, and aasif’s fans. Moore 
+ associates developed and coordinated the 
social media strategy pre-launch during the six 
week campaign period in april and May 2015.  
the main social channels were the Halal in the 
Family Facebook page and twitter account, 
aasif’s Facebook and twitter, other cast and 
creative team accounts, and the advisory 
Council and ally platforms. a variety of content 
was developed to share on social platforms, 

including the episodes, graphic images, infographics, GiFs, and Halal in the Family articles. “the campaign was 
tailor-made for sharing on social media because of the target demo. We saw a good response from South asian 
stakeholders and community partners,” said Suman Raghunathan.

Partners also initiated their own engagement strategies. Mtv’s look Different campaign spearheaded a twitter 
chat with aasif. the co-founder of the Shoulder to Shoulder campaign wrote an op-ed about Halal in the Family in 
Huffington Post.

Sweet 180 began managing the Halal in the Family social media accounts in May 2015.

Public events and screenings 

While the main distribution tactics (and budget) focused on online promotion and media engagement, the Halal in 
the Family campaign team produced and participated in five screenings in April 2015. Halal in the Family episodes 
were also shown at events coordinated independently by allied organizations. the screenings were intended to 
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help Halal in the Family reach target audiences, raise awareness about the series, garner media coverage, foster 
a more intimate and in-depth conversation between the project partners and key audiences, and bring together 
members of the Halal in the Family team. Below are the key events through the summer of 2015. 

Ford Foundation screening: The Ford Foundation hosted the first public screening the week before Halal in the 
Family officially launched at its beautiful theater in the New York City headquarters. The screening attracted a 
packed audience of more than 300 members of the 
philanthropic and nonprofit sectors, creative team, 
cast, advisory Council members, and students. this 
event included two panel conversations moderated by 
Eric Ward. The first panel focused on funding Halal in 
the Family, with adey from unbound Philanthropy and 
Kashif from the Pillars Fund. the second focused on the 
creative and advocacy aspects with aasif, lillian laSalle, 
Mik Moore and linda Sarsour, from the advisory Council. 
norman lear called in during the panel and shared his 
perspectives on the project and his own work. the B’ully 
and The Amazing Race episodes were screened followed 
by a reception outside of Ford’s beautiful theater. 

Launch party: the launch party took place at the tribeca penthouse loft of Faiza Patel from the Brennan Center 
for Justice (an ally of the campaign) on the night before Halal in the Family publicly launched. the purpose was 
to bring together influencers, members of the entertainment industry, media, Indiegogo campaign major donors, 
foundation funders, the cast, crew, and friends of Halal in the Family. the launch helped create buzz and deepened 
relationships with partners and supporters. the program was MCed by Dean obeidallah, a prominent Muslim 
comic and journalist. aasif, Miles, lillian, and Mik spoke to the packed room of more than 100 guests. three of the 
four episodes were screened.  

SAALT National South Asian Summit: Center for new Community screened an episode of Halal in the Family at 
their workshop at the annual Saalt conference in Washington DC the week that Halal in the Family launched. the 
screening exposed Halal in the Family to Muslim and South asian activists, thought leaders, academics and non-
South asian allies who attended the conference. 

aasif Mandvi with a group of students at the Ford Foundation 
screening

Hasan Minhaj (The Daily Show) and Dean obeidallah (comedian 
and journalist) with friends

the audience during screening of Halal in the Family episodes
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Pillars Fund conference: lillian and Miriam Fogelson from Moore + associates presented Halal in the Family on 
a panel at the first Pillars Fund conference in Chicago. The conference was an intimate gathering of the Pillars 
funders (twelve Muslim families), Muslim advocacy and social service grantee organizations (including Muslim 
advocates, Center for new Community and iSPu), and other foundation funders from the Chicago area. 

columbia college screening: Center for new Community spearheaded a screening and dialogue at Columbia 
College in Chicago the day after the Pillars Fund conference. Kashif and AAPIP (Asian Americans and Pacific 
islanders in Philanthropy) co-hosted the event, which brought together a diverse group of around 150 students, 
local organizations, artists, and members of the Muslim community. the event included two panel conversations 
about art-based advocacy projects from the perspectives of practitioners, activists, and strategists. Panelists 
included Kalia Abiade, Lillian LaSalle, Miriam Fogelson, cultural producer  Asad Jafri, writer  Nura Maznavi, and 
advocate Ami Gandhi. The screening was followed by a rich Q&A and dialogue with the audience. 

Kalia abiade, who coordinated this event, commented on its value. “the local screening allowed us to get in-person 
feedback. unlikely allies attended the screening, including members of the Muslim community who were unsure 
about the project. However, afterward they were really excited and asked what’s next!” Kashif, another event 
organizer and panel moderator, was most impressed by the diversity of the audience. “We got a good mix of people 
at the Chicago screening: audience members ran the gamut of where people are religiously. Halal in the Family spoke 
to people of all different stripes. People commented that it brought issues to the forefront that are accessible.”

evaluation

From the outset, the campaign team and funders saw value in using Halal in the Family as a case study in partnering 
artists with advocates on initiatives that utilize creative approaches to shift culture in support of their social change 
mission. a sophisticated evaluation was necessary to more fully understand the impact of Halal in the Family and its 
success in achieving the project goals. 

As noted previously, Unbound Philanthropy and the Ford Foundation provided funding to hire an evaluation firm. 
Moore + associates managed the evaluation process. in September 2014 it developed an RFP and vetted several 
evaluation firms. Ultimately, M+A hired the Perception Institute because of its focus on evaluating media-based 
projects with a racial justice lens, and expertise in measuring implicit bias. This provided a more sophisticated tool 
to measure the episodes’ success in shifting anti-Muslims bias.

Perception’s evaluation of Halal in the Family’s target audiences took place in two phases: before and after the 
campaign’s launch. the data collected from the pre-launch survey in november and December 2014 helped 
the campaign team better understand how persuadable audiences reacted to the series. As its report explains, 
“Perception conducted two studies prior to the public launch effort:  the first was a small study of self-identified 
american Muslims to ensure that none of the clips would be considered offensive to the primary community of 
concern; the second was a nationally representative sample to identify whether any of the clips increased rather 
than decreased bias – we deemed this the “do no harm” study. Both of the pre-launch studies supported the decision 
to go forward with the effort.”

In May 2015 the Perception Institute began its post-campaign research to test the extent to which watching Halal 
in the Family shifted our target audiences’ views on Muslims, and how humor versus a more serious PSa shapes 
bias. See the following section for a summary of Perception’s findings. The full Perception report is enclosed as an 
addendum.
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o better understand the reach and impact of Halal in the Family, it is important 
to look closely at all of the available metrics. in this section, the metrics are 
broken into four categories.

In the first category, this section explores the most common data set to better understand how many people were 
touched by the campaign. that means how many times the episodes were viewed, website pages visited,  graphics 
shared on social media, or articles published about the series. in the second category, this section tackles a more 
elusive piece of data to determine the quality of the content. this starts by surveying user ratings and comments 
and then comparing them to similar content. in the third category, this section focuses on demographic data to 
determine who was reached. In particular, it explores how this data aligns with our target audiences. And in the 
final category, this section attempts to determine just how effective the videos are at shifting bias and motivating 
people to take action on these issues. Much of the data in this section comes from a separate, in-depth evaluation 
completed by the Perception institute. 

ReaCH

the goal was to reach as many people as possible, with a particular emphasis on the 
target audiences of progressives, Muslims, and “persuadables.” To maximize the 
campaign reach, the team employed several tactics. 

SeCtion iv:
MetRiCS

SeCtion iv:
MetRiCS

tt
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First, the campaign partnered with Funny or Die (FoD), the comedy media 
company, to utilize its distribution channels and marketing savvy. in 
exchange for a 24 hour exclusive, FoD put the videos on its website home 
page and then on their youtube page. it also tweeted about Halal in the 
Family and promoted it on its tumblr and Facebook page. Collectively, 
these platforms have tens of millions of followers. 

Second, the campaign placed the videos on multiple platforms: three different youtube channels, the FoD website, 
and the Halal in the Family Facebook page. this meant that the total video views would be dispersed. the goal was 
to meet audiences on the platforms where they prefer to watch videos and take advantage of the unique strengths 
of each platform. For example, YouTube is used exclusively for video, and subscribers to a YouTube channel are 
more likely to be interested in the videos on the channel than someone browsing or even searching for videos. 
Facebook allows for a level of micro-targeting unavailable on youtube, so it is ideal for paid promotion. 

third, the campaign built up a following on the Halal in the Family Facebook page, which was expanded with the help 
of $15,000 of paid advertising and boosted posts. As noted earlier, it is important to reach people where they are. 
and where many people are is Facebook. television shows (among many others) successfully use Facebook pages 
to cultivate and engage their fan base. The campaign wanted to find the fan base for Halal in the Family because it 
believed fans would be highly motivated to share the episodes and related content with their networks. it also put 
Halal in the Family in a good position to reach its core audience with potential future episodes. 

Fourth, the campaign worked closely with allied organizations and influencers who shared the team’s goals and 
committed to publicizing the campaign on social media. Since none had huge followings and many groups didn’t 
maximize their outreach mechanisms, this had only a marginal impact. But given the strong alignment between 
their followers and the Halal in the Family content, it was a desirable audience to reach. Several organizations and 
funding partners hosted live screenings, often featuring cast members or others from the Halal in the Family team, 
which were attended by approximately 1,000 people. 

Fifth, the campaign aggressively pursued media opportunities. there were three keys to the campaign’s success 
with the press. First, a product was developed (Halal in the Family) that was inherently newsworthy - controversial 
topic, celebrity cast, timely - and of interest to a range of writers, editors, and producers. Second, a well-connected 
PR Firm - Sunshine Sachs – was hired with expertise in promoting work at the intersection of pop culture and 
politics. And finally, Aasif and other team members made 
themselves available for interviews, including in-person 
interviews, in new york and los angeles. 

Finally, the campaign created a compelling website to 
contextualize the web series and showcase additional 
content beyond the four episodes. Despite the endless 
number of websites, internet users stick to a few trusted 
sites. Most find new content through social media. So the 
website wasn’t expected to generate a ton of traffic. It 
was important to provide a place for those inspired by the 
series to learn more about the issues and find ways to get 
involved. it also showed that Halal in the Family was more 
substantive than most web videos, which tend to exist in a 
vacuum, untethered to a larger campaign.

“in what has been a banner 
year for entertainment that 
breaks down racial barriers, 

Halal in the Family’s web 
layout may offer the most 
comprehensive approach 

yet towards tackling 
discrimination.”

– Groundswell.org
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episodes

the videos were viewed more than 620,000 times across 
all three platforms between the launch in early april and 
mid-July 2015. almost all of those views came during the 
four-week period immediately after the april 9th launch 
when the series was being heavily promoted. the most 
viewed episode on every platform was Spies Like Us, with 
232,000 views. the other three episodes posted similar 
numbers, coming in at approximately 135,000 views each. 
video views were split about equally between Facebook 
on the one hand (302,000) and Funny or Die and youtube 
on the other (318,000).  

Funny or Die was a critical distribution partner. it featured the episodes on its homepage for one day in a rotation 
with other videos. For the first 24 hours the only place you could watch Halal in the Family was on the FoD website. 
Many of the early articles noted FoD’s involvement, which provided validation, given its presence and reputation 
in the web comedy video space. ultimately, it generated 83,000 views on youtube and 217,000 views on  
FunnyorDie.com. 

Social media

to promote Halal in the Family on social media, the campaign created a Facebook page and twitter account. each 
platform was used differently. 

twitter is popular among two groups critical to this project’s success: comedians and reporters. 
When the campaign asked comics and other allies to promote the series, most agreed to tweet about 
it. Having an account allowed the campaign to lift up those tweets by retweeting them, while slowly 

building an audience of committed followers and active twitter users. the twitter account was also used to do 
some outreach to reporters. ultimately, Halal in the Family tweeted 263 times reaching an audience of 102,000 
people, while an additional 862 tweets mentioned or linked to the Halal in the Family twitter account.  

Here are a few of the top tweets about the campaign:

this tweet was posted on april 16, 2015 by @lookDifferent, 
a group associated with Mtv that works to raise discussions 
around biases that happen everyday all around us. they 
were building buzz around their interview that day with 
aasif. the tweet earned 136k impressions, was retweeted 
69 times, and was favorited 255 times. 
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this tweet was posted by aasif Mandvi on May 10 about 
his interview in Rolling Stone. the magazine has a large 
following which helped with popularity around the post. 
aasif also linked a hashtag to Jack Black. this tweet earned 
14.3k impressions. 

this tweet was also posted by aasif on June 18. it was a 
satirical tweet in lieu of Ramadan: “Ramadan Mubarak to 
all my #muslim followers. i don’t mean Muslim followers. 
i don’t have Muslim...i mean...never mind.” He added the 
Halalinthefamily.tv link at the end. this tweet earned 13.6k 
impressions, was retweeted 37 times, and favorited 107 
times. 

Facebook page functions more like a networked blog. Posts are viewed chronologically, with the 
most recent posts on top. each post included a bit of Halal in the Family-written content over an 
article or graphic image or video. Followers of the page see the posts in the feed, and can easily view 
videos, read and comment on articles, and like or share posts without even visiting the page itself. 

Many more people were interfacing with the Facebook page than the actual website. as noted above, the campaign 
spent $15,000 to boost posts, place ads featuring episode clips, and encourage page growth. 

Facebook analytics provide valuable insight into the virality of different posts and content. note that the same 
video (or news article or graphic) can be more or less popular depending on the description in the post above the 
video. the total organic (non-paid) reach for Halal in the Family Facebook posts, including the videos themselves, 

was 2,462,237; paid reach was more than 17 million. 
these statistics represent the total number of times 
a piece of Halal in the Family content was presented 
to a Facebook user, either directly by the campaign 
or indirectly through a shared post. all of these posts 
were selected to further the conversation around 
anti-Muslim bias in america. 

Here are the most popular organic posts, aside from 
the episodes themselves: 

the launch post for the Halalinthefamily.tv website 
introduced all four websites. this post reached 18.6k 
people and engaged 2,490 users (344 likes, 286 
comments, 63 shares, and 1,788 clicks). 

https://twitter.com/hashtag/muslim?src=hash
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This shows an extended interview on The Daily 
Show between Jon Stewart and Reza aslan on 
religious violence throughout history and religious 
identity as a complex social construct. The post 
reached 21.6k people and engaged 2,330 users 
(396 likes, 32 comments, 106 shares, and 1,789 
clicks).

this post featured a satirical list-style guide from 
Aasif on Buzzfeed called “A Definitive Guide to Being 
a Muslim in america.” it reached 22k people and 
engaged 2,100 users (383 likes, 49 comments, 73 
shares, and 1,591 clicks). 

the post included an image created by the 
campaign of Jon Stewart praising Halal in the 
Family: “you really should check it out...unless 
you’re afraid of fun.” it reached 15k people and 
engaged 1,451 users (501 likes, 12 comments, 
47 shares, and 891 clicks). Below the image was 
included a clickable link to the Halal in the Family 
website.
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the Halal in the Family Facebook page is “liked” or followed by almost 20,000 people. During the campaign there 
were 129 posts. these posts generated almost 30,000 comments, likes, or shares. this is the most valuable kind of 
engagement. Shares drive organic views while comments reflect high levels of interest by fans and visitors alike. 
these shares and comments often occur away from the Halal in the Family Facebook page. For example, if someone 
shares a post and then her friend sees the post and shares it again, or if someone comments on a shared post instead 
of the original, this puts the content and the conversation in front of audiences that may have no direct connection 
at all to the Halal in the Family Facebook page. 

Press coverage

Halal in the Family garnered tremendous media attention. the series was featured on at least 100 prominent 
television shows (Late Night with David Letterman, Morning Joe, The Daily Show, MTV News), radio (All Things 
Considered, The Leonard Lopate Show), print newspapers (The New York Times, Wall Street Journal, USA Today, AP, 
Religion News Service), magazines (esquire, Variety) web video (The Young Turks, AJ+, HuffPo), and much more. total 
media impressions (which measure potential audience across media) from this coverage was close to 600 million. 
the majority of these impressions were not from liberal media sources. almost 400 million media impressions 
came from mainstream sources like Letterman, USA Today, and the Christian Science Monitor.  

as noted above, the campaign’s success with the press was largely due to 
three factors. 

First, the content was of broad interest to a variety of 
media outlets. the series was layered with one media 
hook after another. Muslims. Racism. Comedy. Celebrity. 
tv sitcoms. Parody. Satire. new media. Diversity in 
Hollywood. 

second, many of the people involved in the project made 
themselves available to the press, most importantly 
aasif. Being able to land an interview with an articulate 
rising TV and film star is very helpful in generating 
interest from writers and editors. But beyond aasif, 
the director, producer, co-stars, and advisory Council 
partners were interviewed, some many times. these 
interviews allowed the campaign to clearly articulate its 
message through these outlets, rather than relying on 
the episodes or website to speak for themselves. 

Finally, M+A hired a PR firm that was well positioned to 
reach the most important media outlets and was fully 
committed to the success of the project. Kim Parker and 
her team at Sunshine Sachs, along with aasif’s publicist 
at BWR, aggressively pitched the project and had 
relationships far beyond the usual political and straight 
news sources that typically cover public policy or politics. 

“...Halal in the Family is a 
cultural milestone. [aasif] 

and his team deserve 
kudos for managing to 

be funny while fearlessly 
tackling problems like 

the broad surveillance of 
Muslim student groups, 

mosques, and leaders by 
law enforcement agencies 

after 9/11.”
– the atlantic
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Halalinthefamily.tv 

Halalinthefamily.tv was designed to resemble a network 
television sitcom website. it has all four episodes, 
profiles of the characters, GIFs and other shareable 
graphic images, and an explanation of the project. It also 
contains a Get involved section. this is probably the 
most comprehensive page online for anyone seeking 
to get involved and learn more about efforts to combat 
islamophobia. as noted earlier, the episodes were 
developed around issues that the organizations on the 
advisory Council were addressing through their work. 
the Get involved page was intended to link viewers of 
the episodes with advocacy or education campaigns run 
by reputable organizations. 

the tone of the site was intended to mirror the tone of the series. So beyond the usual content, aasif and Miles 
helped develop a pop-up that claimed to be monitoring visitors by transparently “profiling” them to see if they were 
“dangerous” Muslims. the goal was to reinforce the issues raised in the episodes. 

The campaign’s expectations for the website were realistic. As noted earlier, most people visit a handful of 
websites every day and rarely stray from this core. So it is difficult to attract significant traffic to a new site without 
advertising or equivalent forms of promotion. the campaign had neither. yet the site generated a total of 215,763 
page views from 64,156 unique users. the most popular items by far were the videos themselves, which, along with 
the homepage, accounted for 90% of in-page clicks. around 2,200 people visited the about page and another 1,800 
visited the Cast page during the two months following the april launch. only one percent of visitors, or 700 people, 
clicked from the home page to the Get involved page.

Quality

is Halal in the Family... good? Measuring the quality of a piece of art is difficult. There 
is no definitive answer. 

But there are steps one can take to better understand how both the public at large and opinion makers in particular 
felt about Halal in the Family: Aggregating people’s subjective opinions, as expressed in ratings, to see what most 
people think. Comparing Halal in the Family episodes with other videos as a way of putting those subjective ratings 
in context. Listening to what experts believe, particularly TV and video critics, and aggregating their opinions. And 
compiling anecdotal data to flesh out some of the numbers. 

this section tries to do all of the above. 
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Ratings

to determine what viewers thought of the episodes, we start with their ratings of the videos. the different platforms 
employ different rating systems, so they will first be explored one at a time.

Funny or Die asks viewers to assess its videos with a simple thumbs up, thumbs down system. either a video is 
“funny” or “die.” the rating is shown underneath each video with a red bar. the funnier the video, the closer the red 
bar is to the right side of the video box. For people who are watching the videos on Funny or Die, collectively the 
videos received around 2,200 “funny” votes against 700 “die” votes. in other words, around 3/4 of viewers liked the 
videos. While there is some variation among the episodes, the ratings are remarkably consistent. 

Similar results were found on other platforms. youtube, like FoD, uses a thumbs up, thumbs down system. viewers 
of the video on youtube gave the four videos thumbs up 2,100 times and thumbs down 230 times. this means 
approximately 9/10 of viewers who used this rating system on YouTube liked the videos. 

Facebook, the final platform that displayed the videos, provides less information. It only allows posts to be given a 
thumbs up; currently there is no thumbs down in Facebook. So the number of “likes” for each video doesn’t tell us 
much. the four videos were “liked” on Facebook 1,800 times. 

according to the staff at FoD, achieving a 3:1 Funny vs Die ratio for a series like this is well above average. and it 
is not far from some of the most popular advocacy videos the site has hosted. For example, The Great Schlep with 
Sarah Silverman had a 4:1 ratio while Mary Poppins Quits with Kristen Bell had a 9:2 ratio. on youtube, the best 
videos generally achieve a 10:1 thumbs up vs thumbs down ratio, although more political videos tend to bring out 
ideologically motivated thumbs down ratings. Halal in the Family averaged a 9:1 ratio on youtube, which is very 
strong. 

Reviews

there were a few reviews among the more than 100 press clips about Halal in the Family. these articles 
assessed the series based on the quality of writing, the performances, humor, and production, as well 
as its ability to convey its message. this section focuses solely on the reviews, not on the interviews 
with Aasif or the information-focused blog posts. The most significant reviews were in The New York 
times, the Guardian, and the atlantic. other articles in publications including the Wall Street Journal, 
Religion News Service, Huffington Post, and Rolling Stone assess the series briefly but don’t review it.  
 
The critical feedback was positive. One review was mixed in its assessment; the others all praised the series and 
seemed to understand Halal in the Family’s intention. Common themes included the strength of the writing, the 
cast’s performance, and the subject matter. a few people commented on the choice of the family, non-arab Muslims 
who are not devout, as a critical decision that helps shake up viewer expectations. Finally, several noted that by 
grounding the show in classic all-american sitcoms, which are currently being upended by more daring networks, 
Halal in the Family inserted Muslims into a familiar piece of the american cultural landscape. 
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three excerpts are below.

The	 show	 never	 explains	 Muslim	 identity	 in	 apologetic	
terms,	 or	 attempt	 to	 turn	 its	 episodes	 into	 PSAs	 on	 the	
harmlessness	of	Halal in the Family.	By	setting	themselves	
apart	 as	 “not	 that	kind	of	Muslim”	 (a	 line	 that	Aasif	yells	
out	at	the	end	of	the	opening	credits),	the	show	doesn’t	just	
look	at	what	 it’s	 like	 to	be	different	as	a	Muslim	–	 it	also	
explores	what	it	means	to	different	from	other	Muslims.	Its	
hyper-awareness	of	differences	and	perceptions	puts	Halal 
in the Family	 in	 the	 same	 tradition	 as	 recent	ABC	 shows	
such	 as	 The	 Neighbors	 and	 Suburgatory,	 as	 well	 as	 the	
network’s	current	hit	sitcoms	Fresh	Off	the	Boat,	Black-ish	
and	Cristela	–	all	outsider	comedies	meant	to	give	us	a	new	
perspective	on	the	majority	culture	as	the	characters	strive	to	
find	their	place	within	it.	

The	demand	for	a	show	like	Halal in the Family	is	not	only	
existent,	 it’s	 desperate	 to	 engage	 in	 the	 larger	 dialogue	 of	
how	cultural	identity	contributes	to	the	broader	tapestry	of	
America.	And	when	conversations	get	boiled	down	by	into	
soundbites	 to	promote	 sensationalism	and	 fear-mongering,	
the	need	for	more	nuanced	perspectives	only	becomes	more	
urgent.	Halal in the Family	is	not	Muslim	America’s	saving	
grace,	nor	does	it	ever	intend	itself	to	be.	But	its	success	is	
a	critical	step	in	showing	the	compassionate,	yet	conflicted	
identities	beyond	the	cliches.	The	best	way	to	fight	a	culture	
of	 fear	 is	with	a	culture	of	enlightenment,	and	what	better	
way	to	do	that	than	to	give	the	media	images	of	Muslims	as	
Americans	who	just	happen	to	have	a	different	history,	but	
want	to	use	it	to	contribute	to	a	united,	but	variegated	future.

The	show’s	four	episodes—all	currently	online—tend	toward	
the	preposterous	and	exaggerated,	with	storylines	involving	
FBI	moles,	sharia	law	in	high	school,	and	a	haunted	terrorist	
training	camp.	“We	have	created	something	that	is	not	only	
funny	 but	 also	 has	 a	 strong	 message	 against	 intolerance	
and	 fear	mongering,	 and	 racism,”	Mandvi	 told	MTV	 in	 a	
recent	 interview.	The	 show	 uses	 goofy	 humor	 to	 confront	
unnervingly	real	issues	like	FBI	surveillance	and	nationwide	
mosque	 protests	 head-on,	 and	 it	 largely	 succeeds	 at	 being	
clever	and	provocative	while	generating	laughs.	Halal in the 
Family	 doesn’t	 claim	 to	 be	 a	 definitive	 fix,	 remedying	 all	
misperceptions	about	Islam	and	Muslims	in	the	media.	But	
in	its	effort	to	address	years	of	misunderstanding,	the	show	
risks	 further	cementing	 the	very	stereotypes	 it’s	ostensibly	
trying	 to	 deconstruct.	 In	 going	 to	 great	 lengths	 to	 prove	
they’re	just	like	every	other	American,	Mandvi’s	characters	
obscure	their	Muslim	identity	in	the	process	and	dilute	the	
otherwise	positive	efforts	of	the	project
...

Mandvi	 said	 in	 his	 Al	 Jazeera	 interview	 that	 “there	 are	
many	American	Muslims	out	there	who	feel	like	there’s	an	
underrepresentation	of	this	voice	out	there	in	the	American	
media.”	 To	 this	 end,	 Halal in the Family	 is	 a	 cultural	
milestone.	He	and	his	team	deserve	kudos	for	managing	to	
be	funny	while	fearlessly	tackling	problems	like	the	broad	
surveillance	of	Muslim	student	groups,	mosques,	and	leaders	
by	law	enforcement	agencies	after	9/11.	(Halalinthefamily.
tv	uses	the	four	episodes	to	provide	a	wealth	of	information	
and	 statistics	 on	 the	 specific	 issue	 each	 episode	 tackles.)	
But	it’s	also	worth	noting	that	Muslims	might	also	become	
more	sympathetic	characters	in	entertainment	without	their	
Muslim-ness,	with	all	 its	political	and	cultural	undertones,	
preceding	 them.	 Maybe	 one	 day	 a	 sitcom	 in	 the	 vein	 of	
Friends	will	 feature	 a	woman	who	wears	 the	hijab,	 and	 it	
won’t	be	indelicately	discussed	as	a	teaching	tool.
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auDienCe

a non-mission driven web series is simply seeking 
to build an audience; who makes up that audience 
is a secondary concern. television shows covet 
audiences that allow them to charge more for 
advertising, typically 18-35 year olds. this 
campaign focused on reaching three audiences: 
Muslim americans, progressives, and what we 
called “persuadable” americans. 

although Halal in the Family is a parody, the team 
believed it could provide Muslim americans with 
a place within which they could see themselves 
depicted as regular people rather than violent 
terrorists or self-isolating outsiders. through its 

use of satire, Halal in the Family could lift up the challenges faced by typical Muslim americans that remain unknown 
to most non-Muslims. Progressives were also a critical audience. Many are fans of aasif from his work on the Daily 
Show and understand the kind of humor we use in Halal in the Family. the campaign wanted to reach progressives 
to form a core of the series’ fan base, which is critical to generating enough audience to interest private investors 
and more prominent distribution platforms for future episodes. Finally, the campaign defined the “persuadable” 
audience as politically liberal or centrist and with a view of Muslims shaped largely by news coverage. these are 
not Fox News viewers, whose minds are largely made up about Muslims; these are CNN viewers. The campaign 
believed Halal in the Family could have an impact on how this audience thought about Muslims.

When the episodes were advertised on Facebook, it was possible to target groups by political affiliation. Through 
this targeting, Halal in the Family reached moderates and liberals. Outside of Facebook, the best proxy data is the 
audiences for the media outlets that covered Halal in the Family. For example, a website like Brietbart is almost 
exclusively conservative, The Nation overwhelmingly liberal, while USA Today or Late Night with David Letterman 
are more centrist and less political.

 

Members of progressive audience, a target stakeholder group, at 
Ford Foundation screening

This	 all-American	 clan	 is	 the	 Qu’osbys	 (pronounced	
like	Cosby	with	 a	 slight	 hitch)	—	Aasif,	Fatima,	Whitney	
and	 Bobby	 —	 and	 it’s	 that	 rarest	 of	 things	 in	 popular	
entertainment,	a	sympathetic	Muslim	family	at	the	center	of	
its	own	show.	They’re	the	heroes	of	“Halal in the Family,”	
a	web	series	that	went	live	last	week	at	Funny	or	Die.	A	broad	
parody	of	the	classic	family	sitcom,	it’s	the	brainchild	of	the	
actor	and	writer	Aasif	Mandvi	and	his	writing	partner	from	
“The	Daily	Show,”	Miles	Kahn.

The	 four	 short	 episodes	 (so	 far)	 of	 “Halal in the Family”	
may	not	represent	a	lot	of	screen	time	—	they	average	about	
five	minutes	each	—	but	in	terms	of	depictions	of	American	
Muslims	as	something	other	than	terrorist	suspects,	they’re	
significant.	The	only	comparison	that	comes	to	mind	is	the	
Canadian	comedy	“Little	Mosque	on	the	Prairie,”	which	ran	
for	six	seasons	beginning	in	2007.

http://www.funnyordie.com/
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ideological leanings

When viewers watch Halal in the Family’s videos, the 
campaign gets a limited set of data about them, primarily 
sex and location. To make sure Halal in the Family was 
reaching viewers in target audiences, the campaign paid 
for Facebook ads. these ads micro-targeted Facebook 
users by their political identity.
 
The ads reached out to self-identified Democrats; 
Democrats and liberals together; independents; 
moderates; and independents and moderates together. 
in addition, the ads sought out Muslims and viewers of the Daily Show. the response to the ads demonstrated 
that more conservative audiences were less likely than more liberal audiences to be interested in watching the 
episodes. Muslims were considerably more likely to be interested than liberals or fans of the Daily Show. 
 
Specifically, it cost $.14 to get a Muslim to watch an episode or clip; about $.30 for a Democrat, liberal, or Daily 
Show fan; and $.78 for Independents and moderates. All told, 110,000 politically “moderate” or “independent” 
Facebook users watched either an episode or a clip from an episode; 214,000 “liberal” or “Democratic” Facebook 
users did the same.

Media audience

Sunshine Sachs concluded that more than 400 million media 
impressions came from outlets whose audience is mostly persuadables. 
Progressive outlets generated more than 90 million media impressions, 
while Muslim and international outlets generated a little more than 
two million media impressions. There was an insignificant amount of 
coverage by strictly conservative outlets. 

the Pew Research Center recently did a study of political polarization 
and media habits. the campaign’s persuadable audience is largely 
made up of what Pew refers to as ideologically mixed and mostly liberal 
groups. as the graphic below shows, of the top 36 news sources in 
Pew’s poll more than half covered Halal in the Family. For ideologically 
mixed audiences, Halal in the Family was covered in 9 of the 16 news 
sources they trusted most. For mostly liberal audiences, Halal in the 
Family was covered in 12 of the 24 news sources they trusted most. 
this is very strong coverage among key news outlets.

the strength of Halal in the Family is its ability to generate interest 
beyond the traditional news outlets. A significant part of our culture 
is shaped by entertainment media. this includes late night talk shows, 
comedy blogs, and fashion and music magazines. People consume this 
media because, for the most part, doing so makes them happy. they 
enjoy following their favorite artists, listening to what they have to say, 

cost per view (deMographics)
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and then experiencing their art. That is why it was critical for the series to be written up in Esquire and Rolling 
Stone, and have aasif appear on late night with David letterman and Mtv. entertainment media not only reaches 
new, persuadable audiences, it reaches them in a space where they are more open to new ideas.

Demographic data

all of the platforms that featured Halal in the Family content 
provide basic demographic data about the users, including 
users’ sex, location, and age. M+A had access to a subset 
of this data that provides a snapshot of who watched the 
episodes and visited the website. overall, the episodes 
were viewed by many more men than women. on Facebook, 
where the campaign targeted younger viewers, a majority 
of viewers were between ages 25-34. on youtube, older 
viewers, 45 and over, were a plurality, just edging out the 
25-34 year old viewers. Finally, the geographic data largely 
tracked the major population centers, with new york City 
head and shoulders above the other cities in both video 
views (more than 10%) and website visits (more than 5%). 

the most compelling piece of demographic data is the overwhelming number of male viewers. on Facebook, which 
is only 42% male, 67% of the targeted ads were viewed by men. on youtube, which is 54% male, men were 70% 
percent of viewers on one of the three channels featuring Halal in the Family. this is remarkably consistent. if the 
data holds across the other youtube channels and Facebook’s organic views, it would mean that Halal in the Family 
had managed to attract a statistically more conservative demographic. according to an august 4, 2015 survey by 
Pew Research Center, only 45% of men believe racism is a big problem in the united States, versus 56% of women 
(http://pewrsr.ch/1ovfQpk). 

eFFeCtiveneSS

ultimately, it was important that Halal in the Family actually prove effective at shifting people’s anti-Muslim biases. 
to determine whether or not Halal in the Family was effective, M+a engaged Perception institute to conduct an 
evaluation. its July 2015 online study assessed the effects of watching a particular Halal in the Family and the Family 
clip on attitudes toward american Muslims. it compared those effects to a clip from a traditional PSa entitled Truth 
Against Fear, that focused on discrimination against american Muslims, as well as a clip from the family comedy 
everybody loves Raymond. this allowed them to judge Halal in the Family against both a neutral comedy (the 
control) and a piece of non-comedy persuasion (the PSa).   

According to the study’s Executive Summary, it “revealed that efforts to combat anti-Muslim discrimination, both 
the Halal in the Family clips and Truth over Fear, had positive effects as compared to the control. the difference in 
positive effects between Halal in the Family and Truth Over Fear did not reveal significantly different levels of effect.” 
in other words, Halal in the Family reduced bias among viewers when compared to the neutral content (Everybody 
Loves Raymond) and did so at close to the rate of the PSa. 

according to an 
august 4, 2015 survey 

by Pew Research Center, 
only 45% of men believe 

racism is a big problem in 
the united States, 

versus 56% of women.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2xJ6kuhq7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2xJ6kuhq7w
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IAT D’ Scores:  Negative values reflect stronger anti-Muslim-American associations. Positive 
values reflect pro-Muslim-American associations. Errors bars reflect standard error.

ExamplEs of a nEgativE pErcEption of a muslim-amErican 
generated after watching Everybody Loves Raymond and relatively more positive perceptions after watching Sqooqy and Truth Over 

Fear, as rated by a second group of participants. 

everybody loves Raymond Spooqy truth over Fear

Final evaluation of Halal in the Family 
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INTEREST IN PREVENTING DISCRIMINATION

Errors bars reflect standard error.

evaluation technique

Perception institute used three different methods to measure bias. two of these methods focused on detecting 
shifts in implicit attitudes and stereotypes, also known as unconscious bias. the study used the most popular tool 
for quantifying implicit attitudes, the implicit association test (“iat”). this measures whether people take different 
amounts of time when linking positive and negative words (peace, nasty) to particular groups of people (in this case 
names like akbar or Sharif). the longer it takes you to associate a Muslim name with a concept that is good, the 
greater the implicit bias. Perception institute also used a new technique called the “reverse correlation task” to test 
how people “see” people from other groups.

the iat test showed positive shifts in implicit anti-Muslim bias across all groups and for all four episodes and the 
PSA. Of the five videos, the PSA had the most significant impact, but barely more than B’ully, the most successful of 
the Halal in the Family episodes. in descending order of impact were A Very Spooqy Halloween Special, Spies Like Us, 
and The Amazing Race. 

Liberals saw a more significant decrease in implicit bias than either moderates or conservatives. Younger people, 
aged 18-34, started with more positive implicit attitudes towards Muslims than other age groups, yet all ages were 
affected positively by the episodes. 

the Perception institute evaluation notes that viewer reactions to the videos could predict their implicit attitudes 
about Muslims. Specifically, viewers had more positive implicit attitudes if they felt the video portrayed Muslims 
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and non-Muslims fairly and if they found it “engaging, 
interesting, and informative.” on the other hand, 
viewers had more negative implicit attitudes if they 
found the videos to be manipulative or if it made them 
uncomfortable. 

People make judgments about others just by looking 
at their faces. those judgments affect how people 
treat one another. Reverse correlation task is a new 
technique that creates a visual image of the mental 
pictures people draw of others. this visual image can 
help to gauge their unconscious bias. the composite 
of visual images in the Perception institute evaluation 
provided three pictures of how people saw Muslims. 
the most biased image was created by those who watched neither the PSa nor a Halal in the Family episode. viewers 
of Halal in the Family created a less biased image, while viewers of the PSa created the most unbiased image. 

The third method focused on detecting shifts in explicit bias. By asking people how they felt about statements like 
“i feel uncomfortable around Muslims” and “Muslims have different values from other americans” they were able 
to map people’s explicit attitudes towards Muslims. 

Because self-identified liberals already had positive explicit attitudes in general, these shifts were limited to 
moderates and conservatives. For shifting explicit bias, B’ully was the least effective while Spies Like Us was the 
most effective. 

Overall the shifts in explicit bias were less pronounced than the shifts in implicit bias. This did not surprise the 
evaluators, who noted that social norms against overt prejudice make it more unusual to both identify and shift 
explicit bias. In other words, those who are comfortable expressing explicit bias are less likely to be influenced to 
demonstrate less explicit bias. 

Participants in the study were asked two additional questions to measure the contents’ impact. The first asked how 
much the video made them want to learn more about how to prevent discrimination against Muslim americans. the 
second asked them about their support for laws protecting against anti-Muslim discrimination. there was positive 
movement on both questions after watching Halal in the Family, but not quite to levels of statistical significance for 
the second question. the Perception institute report notes that “the clips more than doubled the level of interest in 
learning how to prevent discrimination against Muslim americans even while using humor as a vehicle rather than 
traditional education techniques.”

Using the most conservative measures of statistical significance, the top two Halal in the Family videos (B’ully and 
A Very Spooqy Halloween) increase positivity of implicit attitudes towards Muslims while only Spies Like Us does the 
same for explicit attitudes.

Comedic vs non-comedic content 

in evaluating Halal in the Family’s effectiveness, the primary concern is with its effect on bias. yet, this was not the 
only element the evaluators wanted to discover. it’s true that Halal in the Family was effective when compared to a 
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control; in other words, when compared with doing nothing. as the Perception institute report asserts, “By using 
a control that was itself comedy, the study confirmed that the findings were a result of the intentional content 
addressing discrimination against Muslims—and not simply the positive effects of comedy.” But was Halal in the 
Family the most effective way to reduce bias?

When you dig deeper into the data from the report, the answer is yes and no. 

in almost every single metric, the PSa Truth Over Fear outperformed the Halal in the Family episodes. B’ully is basically 
as effective as the PSa; within the margin of error. A Very Spooqy Halloween is also quite close. But it is clear that in 
a simple head to head comparison, the PSa is more effective than any Halal in the Family episode. 

this head to head comparison omits some important real world differences that suggest Halal in the Family might 
still be preferable. For starters, the PSa doesn’t have nearly the same reach as Halal in the Family. Truth Over Fear 
has been viewed 10,000 times on youtube. Halal in the Family episodes have been viewed more than 600,000 times 
and the series generated almost 600 million media impressions. one of the great strengths of using comedy and 
popular culture is its potential virality. When assessing which approach to pursue, organizations and funders should 
consider if the marginal advantage a PSa may achieve in reducing viewer bias is worth its much more narrow reach.

Second, Halal in the Family was intended to be viewed as a series. the study only had participants view a single 
episode. this was necessary to create an apples to apples comparison with the PSa and the control (an everyone 
loves Raymond episode), but it ignored how a web series functions in real life. We don’t know if the cumulative 
effect of viewing multiple episodes would make Halal in the Family more effective than the PSa at reducing bias, but 
it is possible.

Finally, the report notes that popular culture interventions are fundamentally unique. “Researchers have found 
that while popular culture experiences seem merely enjoyable to audiences, they serve more serious functions. 
They often include characters, places, things, or situations that we may not otherwise experience. They are a means 
for us to define our social reality (Doveling et al., 2014). In the United States, which is both extremely diverse and 
highly segregated by race, ethnicity, and class, popular culture plays a key role in determining how we define our 
own and other identity groups (nelson, 2006).” 

if a series like Halal in the Family is able not only to mimic 
our popular culture but also infiltrate it, its potential 
impact could be enormous. While this is also true of 
non-comedic popular culture (ie: a dramatic tv show 
or film depicting Muslim life), the pathway for comedy 
is more realistic and mirrors the experience of other 
marginalized groups (see: the Jeffersons, Sanford and 
Sons, the Cosby Show, Will & Grace, Modern Family, 
Fresh off the Boat).

taking action

the Perception institute study found that viewers of Halal in the Family were more likely to want to learn more 
about anti-Muslim bias and were more likely to support pro-Muslim legislation after they watched an episode. But 
did they? 

“Mandvi’s creation is really a 
send-up of the sitcom formula 

that uses humor to point out 
serious issues related to the 

Muslim experience in the 
united States.”

– Christian Science Monitor
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the campaign was designed to provide two avenues for viewers of Halal in the Family to take action. The first was 
through the actions coordinated by the advisory Council members and ally organizations. the episodes were 
written to focus on issues the organizations were working on and to help advance their efforts to combat anti-
Muslim bias. In the exit interviews, all of the organizations stated that at least one of the episodes relates to their 
organization’s work. Moore + associates anticipated that the groups would share the videos with their followers 
while encouraging them to take part in their respective organization’s campaigns. this new method for engaging 
their activists seemed appealing to the advisory Council groups. as Suman Raghunathan from Saalt shared, “the 
opportunity to tie our actual work into the project was powerful and an important model. the episodes and content 
provided a frame around Saalt’s core issues.”

However, through multiple conversations between Moore + associates and the advisory Council leading up to the 
launch, it became clear that few of the organizations had active campaigns or straightforward calls to action that 
could be supported by the web-series. 

all of the organizations shared the episodes and infographics with their networks via social media, email, and/or 
screenings. However the majority of the messaging focused on asking viewers to watch and share the episodes and 
visit the Halal in the Family website, instead of driving viewers to their campaigns or educational resources. the 
Advisory Council members identified several reasons why their promotion did not make a direct link between Halal 
in the Family and their campaigns. 

1. Some groups thought it would be too confusing to ask people to take more than one action (Watch a video 
anD sign a petition).

2. Many organizations were not running a related campaign when Halal in the Family launched. as M. Dove Kent 
from JFREJ said, “It was difficult because we weren’t running an active campaign around Islamophobia to link 
the episodes to. We would have been more involved if we could have done a campaign with a specific ask.” 
However, JFReJ, along with the majority of the other groups, said they would share the Halal in the Family 
content when working on related campaigns in the future. “We could use the Spies Like Us episode when 
gearing up for a campaign about surveillance to encourage people to call their elected reps.”

3. Moore + associates requested that the organizations use the Halal in the Family content to engage their 
members around campaigns, but did not make this a requirement to participate in the advisory Council / ally 
network.  

the second avenue for viewers of Halal in the Family to take action was through the Get involved page on the Halal 
in the Family website. this page is divided into issues from the episodes (surveillance, bullying, etc) and provides 
background information and opportunities to take action that are primarily linked to the advisory Council 
organizations. Moore + associates aggregated the resources from the advisory Council as a way to highlight the 
partners’ work, along with other leaders in the field. 
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the website is rich with educational information, but it was challenging to identify current and meaningful ways for 
viewers to take action to combat anti-Muslim bias. The paucity of actions is partially a reflection of the individual 
groups’ campaign cycles as well as the challenges to coordinate campaigns within the Muslim advocacy community. 
Kalia Abiade from CNC reflected that the timing of the launch mirrored the desire among all the partners to do 
something, but politically it wasn’t the ideal moment. “it would have been more impactful in an election year and tie 
Halal in the Family to a campaign around political rhetoric or other key issues.”

Kalia also acknowledged some challenges within the sector that were a barrier to greater impact. “Folks are not 
ready to work together on a big campaign. We don’t know each other well enough and don’t have core political 
objectives to position ourselves around. A lot more needs to be done to unify the field.”

When embarking on Halal in the Family, Moore + associates was new to working in the Muslim community. its 
outsider status helped M+A to break down silos in the sector through the Advisory Council, while also experiencing 
roadblocks in executing the campaign plan, in part as a result of unforeseen dynamics within the advocacy 
community.

“Folks are not ready to 
work together on a big 
campaign… a lot more 

needs to be done to 
unify the field.”

– Kalia abiade
Program Director, Center for New Community
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alal in the Family exceeded the expectations of its stakeholders. It largely 
met the overarching, ambitious goals articulated by the team early in the 
process: to raise awareness, shift behavior and bias, and support advocates 

and allies. Where it fell short, the team was able to identify challenges and articulate 
new pathways forward. 

it is the hope of many stakeholders that the story of Halal in the Family will not end here. Given the response it 
received, there is clearly an audience for more episodes. With the proliferation of web video platforms, Halal in 
the Family could be a privately funded web series. or Halal in the Family could make the transition from web to 
television. advocates and academics have inquired about a curriculum for Halal in the Family so the episodes could 
more easily be used as a teaching tool. Finally, Halal in the Family should inspire future collaborations between 
artists, advocates, and funders to bend our culture, and the arc of history, towards justice. 

SeCtion v:
ConCluSion

SeCtion v:
ConCluSion

vik Malhotra (Ford Foundation), aasif Mandvi, eric Ward (Ford Foundation), adey Fisseha (unbound Philanthropy), lillian laSalle (Sweet 
180), linda Sarsour (Campaign to take on Hate), taryn Higashi (unbound Philanthropy), Mik Moore (Moore + associates) and Kashif Shaikh 

(Pillars Fund)
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